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Now when you install CATV converters, 
you can install Panasonic reliability. 

When you install the new Panasonic 
CATV converters for your cable 
customers, they'll begetting far more 
than !the reliability they've come to 
expect from Panasonic. 

Take our TZ-PC110 with full-function 
infra-red remote control. It includes 
subscriber-oriented features such as 
15-channel memory to make tuning 
easier, two-speed up/down scan 
tuning for quick search and a built-in 
holding bay for the remote when not 

in use. Even an optional parental 
guidance key so your customers can 
control the channels children watch. 
When remote control isn't yet a 

customer priority, there's the "remote 
ready" TZ-PC100. And it accepts our 
optional remote control unit at any 
time, since no field retrofit is needed. 
So now there is no reason to give 

your customers just any CATV con-
verter. Give them the performance 
and reliability of Panasonic. 

For more information, call Panasonic 
at (201) 392-4109 or contact one of 
these Panasonic CATV distributors. 

Cable TV Supply Company 
1-800-241-2332 

S.A.L. Communications 
1-800-645-9062 

Panasonic 
Industrial Company 
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Engineering 

Quality begins with the planning. It 
has to be thorough. Options have to be 
considered. Your company's future 
needs have to be evaluated as well as its 
present ones. We want you to have a 
structure that will serve your require-
ments of today, with capabilities 

lie toile mFerriall engineering details are 
checked, the fabrication process 

at Microfiecte begins.Only the finest quality steel 
on the is used, which is then hot-dipped 
board. galvanized. All of our manufacturing 

is done under optimum conditions 
at our 56,000 square foot plant. 

Installation 
When all the fabrication work is done, 

our installation crews take over. Their 
professionalism and experience provide 
assurance that the work is done right. We 
are the only major tower manufacturer 
with its own installation crew 

At Microfiect, the prime emphasis is 
quality We have earned our reputation 
for quality and have worked hard to 
keep it. 

Whether you need guyed or self-sup-
porting towers, passive repeaters, or 
tower components, you can be confident 
that, if Microfiect builds it, the quality is 
superior. 

For more information about 
Microflect and Microllect products, call 
or write for our free capabilities 
brochure or for specific literature in 
your area of interest. 

MICROFLECT 
3575 25th St. SE • PO. Box 12985 
Salem, Oregon 97309-0985 
(503) 363-9267 • 71.X 510-599-0107 

GUYED TOWERS • SELF-SUPPORTING TOWERS • PASSIVE REPEATERS 
WAVEGUIDE SUPPORT SYSTEMS • TOWER ACCESSORIES • TOWER HARDWARE 
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when 
TV stations were in power 

and antennas not very efficient? Milton 
Jerrold Shapp, the founder of Jerrold 
didn't realize he was helping to create a 
new indushy when he developed an 
amplifier that Bob Tarlton needed for 
his Lansford. PA community antenna 
system. 

Cable was nett: but it grew rapidly 
And Jerrold grew with it, developing 
improved amplifiers, channel equip-
ment, and numerous innovations that 
increased revenue potentials for opera-
tors, and established Jerrold as the lead-
ing supplier in the industry 

Remember when 20, 12 -even 5 channels were your maximum potential? 
Now... 

Rebuilding? 
Save Money 

With JERROLD 
Expand the bandwidth of your system - and your revenue-producing 

channel potential - simply by dropping in Jerrold STARLINE® SJ-330 modules. 
This quick and easy upgrade to 330 MHz can help you maximize your revenues 
and requires: 

• No respacing of trunk amplifiers 
• No major equipment costs 
• No prolonged construction 

Regardless of the make or vintage amplifiers now in your system, Jerrold 
can show you how to rebuild economically. If you have STARLINE 20 equip-
ment, you'll realize the biggest savings with Jerrold STARLINE Si-330 drop-ins. 
Other amplifiers can be replaced easily and economically by a complete 
STARLINE SJ-330 station. Detailed information on what you will need and 
what savings you can achieve is contained in a new Jerrold STARLINE 20 SJ 
Series brochure - yours for the asking. 

And Jerrold has other possibilities for you too. For longer cascades and 
greater channel capacity there's Jerrold Century III Feedforward amplifiers 
and the Jerrold STARLINE X Series. Whatever your specific needs, there's a 
reliable, low-cost Jerrold product to satisfy them. 

Send for the Jerrold STARLINE 20 Si Series brochure, today. Call or write 
Jerrold Division, General Instrument Corporation, 22(X) Byberry Road, 
Hatboro, PA 19040. (215) 674-4800. 

JERROLD 
You know we'll be there. 

See us at the Texas Show booth 210. 

GENERAL 
INSTRUMENT 

" General Instrument 1984 
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Doing it for the subscriber 
Historically, technical changes have been 

spured by specific fragmented groups within 
the communications industry. Because of this, 
the results were such that they have typically 
benefitted the particular segment promoting 
those changes. Fortunately, we are now see-
ing a spirit of cooperation among these di-
verse, but nevertheless related, entities. 

A giant step 
One such example of working cooperation 

is the EIA/NCTA joint engineering committee. 
The fact that this committee was formed in the 
first place is a giant step in the right direction 
Walt Ciciora, ATC's VP of Research and De 
velopment in Advanced Cable Technologies, 
said at the Western Show, "The EIA/NCTA joint 
engineering committee is an indication that 
two industries which up until recently haven't 
paid sufficient attention to one another, have 
recognized that they have some common in-
terests and needs." 
The goal of the EIA/NCTA joint engineering 

committee is to coordinate technical dis-
cussions on common technical problems. The 
biggest problem this committee has been 
working on through its Cable Interference 
Working Group, has been tackling the cable-
ready TV problems. 

"I have been working with this sub group," 
Ciciora said, "and we're investigating several 
issues. One issue was what kind of connec-
tors, impedance levels and signal levels are to 
be used in interfacing to cable. Those prob-
lems," he said, "were very quickly settled. 
There was little controversy." 
The next issue this group tackled was more 

complicated. Ciciora refers to this issue as the 
70 dB syndrome. "There's been an unfortunate 
lack of good cooperation between the two 
industries," he emphasized. 
"From the manufacturers' viewpoint, a lot of 

these specifications not only are impossible to 
achieve but also are impossible to measure." 
However, Ciciora did stress that "some of the 
behind-the-scene progress that has been 
made in this committee is the sitting down of 
reasonable people at a common table to dis-
cuss common problems and the avoidance of 
the 70 dB syndrome." 

After speaking with several members of this 
committee, the general consensus was that 
there has been a noticeable increase in the 
spirit of cooperation, exchange of information 
and searching for common solutions to com-
mon problems. 

It's time to forget the paranoia. The NCTA, 
EIA and TV set manufacturers are finally work-
ing towards a common goal— for the benefit of 
all concerned. In the end, it's the subscriber 
who notices (and pays for) the technological 
improvements in our industry. 

Rehashing leakage? 
This issue of CT again features several arti-

cles on our old nemesis "Signal Leakage." Has 
this subject been overdone? Not in my opinion. 
Signal leakage is still one of the most important 
and ignored issues plaguing the cable in-
dustry. 
Cable veteran Bob Dickinson of AM Cable 

presents "Signal leakage: 85 style." He 
touches on some interesting facts about this 
arch villain. Dickinson then focuses on means 
of leak detection and measurement regarding 
accessible and not so accessible parts of the 
cable system. 
Tom Hill with Sammons Communications 

has found that passives are often prone to 
signal leakage, especially the splitters used on 
subscriber drops. The R&D department at 
Sammons has devised an interesting RFI 
chamber to test the signal leakage charac-
teristics of drop splitters and other devices. We 
think you'll find this article quite interesting. 

Also included in this issue is a portion of the 
NCTA's Recommended Practices. This sec-
tion discusses five techniques for measuring 
the frequency response of the distribution sys-
tem. Our thanks to the NCTA for allowing us to 
disseminate this useful information. 
And who knows, there may come a time 

when we, as a communications industry oper-
ating within a "closed system," can close the 
book on signal leakage. We can only hope. 

9. lez-m. 
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CARPET 
CUTTER AND 
DRILL GUIDE 

*Saves time. 
•Easy to use. 
•Prevents loose thread 
entanglement. 
'Eliminates insurance claims. 
'Makes opening through carpets 
and floors quickly and neatly. 

A MUST for cable TV, telephone, 
alarm system or other wiring--
installation personnel. Ideal for 
use in homes, offices, restaurants, 
hotels, or similar locations with 
carpeted areas. 

The Carpet Cutter and Drill Guide 
is 5-3/8" long and comes in two 
sizes: Part Number 4250 is 
designed for standard 1/4" drill 
bits. Part Number 4375 is designed 
for standard 3/8" drill bits (or 
carbide tipped 3/8" drill bits for 
use on concrete or other 
particularly hard flooring materials 
beneath the carpeting). 
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Texas show 
technical agenda 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas Jne foiLooang are the 
SCTE-sponsored engineering presentations 
that will occur on Jan. 31 at the Texas Cable TV 
Association's annual convention. Credit for 
organizing this year's Texas Show tech lineup 
goes to Richard Covell, SCTE director at large 

• 9-10:15 am.—Digital Television 
Robert Luff , United Artists 

e 10:30-11:45 a.m. -- Two Degree Spacing 
William Riker, SCTE 

• 1:30-2:45 p.m. -- Signaling and Control 
Scott Tipton. HBO 

• 3-4:15 p.m. - Multichannel Sound 
Alex Best, Scientific-Atlanta 

Exhibit floor hours for 25th annual Texas 
Show are: 2-7 p.m. on Wednesday. Jan. 30: 9 
a.m.-12 p.m. and 2-7 p.m. on Thursday. Jan. 
31: and 9 a.m.-1 p.m. on Friday. Feb. 1. 

Buckeye opts for 
MARC/10 system 
STAMFORD. Conn. — Buckeye Cablevision 
Inc. has selected a Magnicom Systems 
MARC/10 in-house information management 
system for its Toledo, Ohio, operation. Buck-
eye serves over 118,000 subscribers through 
its cable systems in Toledo and Sandusky. 
Ohio, and Monroe. Mich. 
The Buckeye MARC/10 system comprises a 

DEC VAX-11/750 computer located at its To-
ledo headquarters with remote workstations at 
the Sandusky and Monroe offices. In addition 
to MARC/10's basic tier capabilities. the 
Buckeye system includes software to handle 
trouble calls and dispatching, collections and 
write-offs, full accounting, converter inventory, 
and interface with Jerrold and TOCOM ad-
dressable converters. Installation is sched-
uled for the first quarter of 1985. 

CCI acquires rights 
CHATTANOOGA. Tenn.—The marketing 
rights for Stationmaster - ad insertion and veri-
fication equipment have been acquired by 
Commercial Cable Inc., the manufacturer. 
Commercial Cable developed the Station-

master system in 1980 and entered into a 
marketing agreement with TV Watch in 1982 
Under that agreement. TV Watch was respon-
sible for selling the equipment. while Com-
mercial Cable continued to manufacture and 
develop new products. 
John Brady, president of Commercial Cable 

Inc.. said. "Consolidating sales with manu-
facturing will bring us closer to the customer 
and will improve our response time for new-
product development." 
TV Watch will continue with its local ad sales 

operation and will continue to use Station-
master equipment and Commercial Cable's 
production services. 

Panasonic signs 
distribution pacts 
SECAUCUS. N.J. ----- Panasonic Industrial Co. 
announced the signing of BR Satellite Com-
munication Inc. to distribute Panasonic's sat-
ellite television receiving equipment. Pan-
asonic will supply BR Satellite with two C-band 
low-noise block down converters (Model CI-
LNB-100 and Model CI-LNB-85) and two sat-
ellite receivers (Model Ku/C-6000 and Model 
C-2000). Delivery is set for March 1985. 
Panasonic also announced the signing of 

Satellite Reception Systems Inc. (SRS) to dis-
tribute Panasonic's satellite television receiv-
ing equipment. SRS is based in Athens. Ohio, 
and it has sales operations in Lansing. Mich., 
and Columbus. Ohio. Future plans include 
sales offices in Pittsburgh. Charleston. W.V., 
and Cincinnati. SRS began operations in the 
second half of 1981 with total sales reaching 
$250,000. The company's sales for 1984 were 
over $11 million. 
SRS will distribute the same Panasonic 

equipment as BR Satellite. 

White House uses 
electronic mail 
WASHINCi i ON News anu information from 
the White House is now being distributed to the 
media and other subscribers over an electro-
nic mail network operated by ITT Dialcom Inc. 
The White House News Service electronically 
transmits news releases, speech texts. state-
ments, personnel appointments, announce-
ments of new legislation and other news to 
subscribers throughout the United States. 
The service, developed by the White House 

Office of Media Relations and the Office of 
Administration, provides information from the 
White House Press Office, the Office of the 
Vice President and the Office of Management 
and Budget. 
The White House News Service utilizes ITT 

Dialcom's E-PUB electronic publishing soft-
ware. which allows a user to publish infor-
mation and make it available for mass dis-
tribution. 

Culfstream acquires 
25,000 subscribers 
TAMPA, Fla. - -Gulfstream Cablevision of 
Pasco County has acquired a cable television 
system from Storer Communications of Miami. 
Fla. The system serves approximately 25.000 
subscribers in the Western portions of Pasco 
County, 
An affiliate of Gulfstream also recently ac-

quired a cable television system. Atlantic Am-
erican Cablevision of Florida Inc. took on the 
assets of Pasco CATV Associates. a system 
operated by Acton Corp.. which serves por-
tions of Western Pasco County. Pasco CATV 
has approximately 2.100 basic subscribers. 

Teleport uses 
Microdyne equipment 
OCALA. Fia. Microdyne Corp. supplied sat-
ellite video equipment for the Central Florida 
Teleport. which went operational on Sept. 1. 
1984. Located at the Ocala Airport Commerce 
Center, it is the first permanent teleport in 
central Florida. It offers full business services 
including a teleconference studio, word pro-
cessing. telephone service and eventual ac-
cess to any and all domestic communications 
satellites. 

While the Central Florida Teleport presently 
transmits and receives C-band video for 
sports and special events, it also is capable of 
utililizing the Ku-band. 

NCTA appoints committee 
to direct 1985 show 
WASHINGTON The National Cable Tele-
vision Association has named its 1985 con-
vention committee to direct planning for the 
annual convention, exposition and program-
ming conference scheduled for June 2-5. 
Trygve Myhren, chairman and chief exec-

utive officer of American Television and Com-
munications Corp.. Englewood. Colo., is 
chairman of the committee. 
Members are: David Batalsky. vice presi-

dent. Showtime Entertainment Inc., New York: 
Edward Bennett. executive vice president. 
Viacom Cablevision, Pleasanton. Calif.: John 
Evans, president. Arlington Cable Partners. 
Arlington, Va.; Peter Frame, vice president of 
affiliate relations, Home Box Office Inc.. New 
York; Gordon Halverson. vice president. Anix-
ter Communications, Chicago. Burton Staniar. 
president. Group W Cable Inc.. New York: 
James Stilwell, president, Teleservices Re-
search and Development, Jenkintown, Pa.: 
June Travis. executive vice president. Amer-
ican Television and Communication Corp., 
Englewood. Colo.; Roger Turner, president. 
Colony Communications, Providence. R.I.: 
and Barbara York. vice president, The NABU 
Network, Alexandria, Va. NCTA staff liaison is 
Ann Dorman, director of industry affairs. 
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NCTA: To be or 
not to be in technology 
By Isaac S Blonder 

More often than not, a recital of the history of 
cable television repeats the familiar themes of 
rags to riches, a migration from the outlands to 
the cities, from illegality to dominance, and 
from scarcity to a cornucopia of offerings. 
Many segments of our society contributed to 

the growth of cable TV. The pioneers of the 
1950s were the true rugged individuals 
typifying the American entrepreneurial stereo-
type: small businessmen, laborers, many 
without any electronics training, stringing 
cable in their local communities without fran-
chises and other legalities. In retrospect. the 
growth of cable homes and specialized cable 
services that rival both the telephone and 
broadcasting industries now seems in-
evitable. 
The pioneering phases of cable are usually 

well publicized and the many legal and con-
gressional battles are minutely examined and 
described to the layman. However, a similar 
exposure is not commonly available about our 
engineering and manufacturing professions. 
Perhaps it is because the engineering Ian-
guagb is more obtuse than the legal. 
To review the engineering history of cable, it 

may be well to segment the technology by 
establishing landmarks of design that would 
force a rebuild of cable plant. 
1) Open wire—Sometimes nothing more than 

two strands of fence wire nailed to trees. 
but with original 300r1 amplifiers. able to 
cover miles on the low VHF band. 

2) Coaxial cable—Military surplus of various 
impedances and diameters with high 
transmission loss but superior to open wire 
for multiple installations. 

3) All channel — (2-13) coaxial cable, tubed 
amplifiers designed for the new cable 
standard of 75 ohms. 

4) Transistorized amplifiers. 
5) Superband. 
6) Two-way and other services 
7) Dual cable and, or higher bandwidths. 
8) TV stereo sound (BTSC). 
9) ? 
One could conclude that the cable plant had 

to be rebuilt every five years! 
Interposed with these major advances in 

cable plant design were the many faces of pay 
TV that were inserted for more revenue poten-
tial Pay TV also may have required major 
rebuilds as a consequence. And who supplied 
the research and funds to achieve these new 
designs to ensure the growth of cable TV? Not 
the operators. not government-sponsored re-
search: it was American manufacturers. 

Looking ahead 
The past. however, is not necessarily the 

future. Now the majority of cable equipment 
dollars go overseas to foreign firms. With these 
dollars also goes the R & D. and a foreign 
research laboratory may not be as responsive 
to American cable problems (certainly not 
where political interests are tied into the 
technology). 
The deficiency in R & D also is illustrated in 

the BTSC dilemma The cable industry ignored 
the existence of the multiple television sound 
committee for three years until it suddenly 
realized that the FCC was favorably disposed 
to authorize a TV stereo sound technology that 
could not be transmitted through the average 
cable system. Even after the National Cable 
Television Association (NCTA) became ac-
tively involved, the problem was not solved 
and the FCC approved BTSC. causing a finan-
cial and image blight on the cable industry. 
Had there been a cable R & D laboratory in 
existence. it might have found a suitable sys-
tem to satisfy both broadcast and cable 
needs. 
Other booby traps for cable may appear. 

Cable should have its own "Bell Laboratories." 
Cable operators could contribute 1 percent of 
their gross income (Bell was 2.5 percent of the 
phone charges) to an R & D fund. This fund 
probably should be controlled by a semi-
autonomous arm of the NCTA and primarily 
used to support R & D at the universities. All 
projects should have limited lifetimes to avoid 
creating a bloated, non-productive bureauc-
racy. 
There is every reason to believe that the 1 

percent R & D expense would increase the 
penetration and profitability of the cable indus-
try In addition, it has the considerable side 
benefits of long-range planning. cable image 
and blunting potentially destructive regulatory 
edicts 

PROFESSIONAL 
ENGINEERING SOFTWARE 

"CABLE 
ENGINEERING UTILITIES" 

FEATURES: 
Satellite Path Studies/Tracking 
Microwave Path Studies 
Off Air Signal Prediction/Analysis 
Path Loss 
Fresnel Zone Clearance 
Great Circle Distance and Bearing 
Noise/Distortion Prediction 
Project Management 
Telephone Pad 
Full Function Scientific Calculator 
Financial Utilities 
Runs on IBM PC, XT, AT 

Model Il IRS/DOS 
Most CP/M-80 Computers 

OPERATING SYSTEMS: 
PC/DOS, MS/DOS, CP/M-80. TRS/DOS 
5.25" and 8" disks 

For more information phone or write: 

SOFT SYSTEMS 
P.O. Box 2405 

Charlotte, NC 28211 
(704) 568-7470 or (704) 542-5155 

Model 2901A 
V IEK INC 

• Quality Products 

e Quality Service 

• Friendly People 

110 9 "K" Street Box 188 

Aurora, Nebraska 68818 

(402) 694-5201 
See us at the Texas Show 

booth x= 357. 
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Organization and implementation 
By Robert E. Sturm 

Systems Design F. Planning Inc 

As a result of increased cable com-
munication system technology, franchising 
pressure and commitments made to local gov-
ernments. a new type of cable system has 
evolved. Cable construction has moved from 
the rural and less populated areas, to the 
suburban and urban areas. Now the state-of - 
the-art systems are comprised typically of 
multi-hubs, subscriber distribution systems. 
institutional systems and special interconnect 
networks. 
These unique and highly sophisticated sys-

tems are consuming a greater share of the 
operations budget. In areas where competi-
tion from numerous off-the-air channels is 
strong. operators must deliver excellent qual-
ity pictures and services with a minimum 
amount of system outages. Executives and 
technical managers are taking a closer look at 
system maintenance and associated costs. 

Organization and implementation are key to 
any successful maintenance program. The 
outside plant can be broken into individual 
subsystems for maintenance managemen! 
purposes. In this article, four major sub 
systems will be examined—interconnect net-
works, subscriber trunk system. subscriber 
distribution system and power supplies. 
The interconnect network is one of the most 

important subsystems to a cable system. Its 
performance and reliability are critical to the 
overall operation. Minor problems not correct-

ed in the interconnect network can become 
major problems after going through the vari-
ous hub sites and being distributed to the 
subscriber trunk and distribution systems. 
The subscriber trunk system should be 

monitored on a continuing basis. Again. re-
liability and performance are key issues to the 
success of this system. Due to the number of 
potential subscribers being fed from a trunk 
and the potential for lost revenues, failures 
must be kept to an absolute minimum. 
The subscriber distribution system is where 

the majority of outages may be expected to 
occur. Proper design and construction can 
help minimize these potential problems. The 
majority of coaxial cable connections and ac-
tive components used are in the subscriber 
distribution system. so proper component se-
lection. construction techniques and main-
tenance are of critical importance. 
Power supplies feed AC power to all active 

components of the cable system The proper 
selection and maintenance of these devices is 
absolutely essential The power supply itself is 

'Keep in mind that 
maintenance starts the 
day the first subscriber 
is brought on-line and 
is an ongoing effort' 

a highly reliable device, but loss of commercial 
power can be expected to occur periodically. 
Standby systems are subject to failure and 
maintenance is a most 

Maintenance of the subsystems 
The following is suggesteo . a guide to 

maintenance as these methods have worked 
well for a number of operators. You may find 
other methods and procedures that work 
equally well, or better. within your own 
organization 

All trunk amplifiers should be swept at a test 
bench facility prior to installation. This will help 
isolate and eliminate any defective or sub-
standard components prior to activation. As 
part of the preventive maintenance pro-
cedures, the trunk system should be swept on 
a continuing basis. The response of the ampli-
fiers should be noted and logged for future 
reference. Input levels also should be re-
corded. Automatic gain controls may mask 
low input levels to an amplifier. Periodic review 
of the amplifier maintenance logs (see Table 1) 
for input levels could reveal this situation prior 
to failure. AC voltage to the power supply 
module should be measured and logged. The 
number and output levels of the feeder legs 
should be measured and logged. DC voltages 
from the internal amplifier power supply 
should be checked. 

Bridging amplifiers and line extender ampli-
fiers also should be swept prior to installation. 
After installation and activation, logs should be 
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III 11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Table 1: Amplifier maintenance log 

kept for future reference. With the number of 
line extenders used in today's cable com-
munication system. it is usually impractical to 
test every line extender in the system on a 
regularly scheduled basis. However, service 
personnel in the area should make an effort to 
obtain up-to-date information for the amplifier 
log. This information should be reviewed with 
the initial activation log and any discrepancies 
or potential problems - i.e.. low inputs, poor 
response or other related problems noted 
for corrective action. 

During the course of normal system main-
tenance. the reliability of the system passives 
may be determined. By the very nature of the 
devices being passive, they are not sus-
ceptible to catastrophic failure. That is not to 
say passive devices cannot be a source of 
problems. Low input levels to active devices, 
subscriber taps or other passives may be 
caused by passive devices that are not within 
specification Low subscriber tap output levels 
may be caused by improper splicing (loose 
center conductor, subscriber taps that have 
been spliced in backward). 
A regular maintenance program should be 

set up for power supply testing and main-
tenance. A recommended testing interval 
would be once a month, and these tests 

AMPLIFIER NUMBER   
POWER SUPPLY NUMBER 

TRUNK INPUT LEVELS 

CHANNEL 2 
CHANNEL R 
CHANNEL AA 
CHANNEL NN 

BRIDGER INPUT 

CHANNEL 2 
CHANNEL NN 

number of bridger 

OUTPUT LEVEL 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 

HI PILOT LEVEL 

AC VOLTAGE 

db 
db 
db 
db 

db 
db 

outputs 

AGC 

HI 

RETURN INPUT 

VRMS 

db 

POWER DIRECTOR PLUG DIRECTION 

CHECKED BY: 
DATE: 

TRUNK OUTPUT LEVELS 

CHANNEL 2 
CHANNEL R 
CHANNEL AA 
CHANNEL NN 

BRIDGER OUTPUT 

CHANNEL 2 
CHANNEL NN 

LO 

LO PILOT LEVEL 

db 
db 
db 
db 

db 
db 

DC POWER SUPPLY VOLTAGE 
% RIPPLE 

RETURN OUTPUT 

db 

Get tough with the underground! 

To lay underground cable, pipe and wire, Pierce Airrow' pneumatic underground piercing tools are your most 

powerful weapons against the toughest underground conditions. They eliminate open trenching. The Pierce 

Airrow- penetrates rocks, small boulders and tree roots, making a straight, compacted hole. 

THREE MODELS: 

• 4 INCH diameter — 420 blows per 
minute, 200 ft. lbs. per blow 

• 3 INCH diameter — 520 blows per 
minute, 140 ft. lbs. per blow 

• Short-Shot — 37" long (3" dia-
meter) — 620 blows per minute, 
100 ft. lbs. per blow 

Expanders to 51/4" diameter 
Long life, easy maintenance 
Screw type reverse 

Call for your nearest dealer 

Dealer inquiries invited 

Shoot a 
MEF10E Ad2i / ,e1=101/1/ re 

Pierce Airrow International, Inc., W137 N5500 Williams Place, P.O. Box 300 

Menomonee Falls, Wisconsin 53051 U.S.A. • 414-781-9093 
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• 10 work-days, in-out service 

Table 2: Power supply maintenance log 

POWER SUPPLY NUMBER   

DATE   

TOTAL POWER SUPPLY CURRENT DRAW: 

BATTERY CHECKLIST 

clean terminals 
physical condition 
specific gravity 
output voltage 

CHARGING CIRCUIT 

charging voltage 
charging current 

LOCATION 

CHECKED BY: 

Amps 

FOR THE FOLLOWING TEST'S IT WILL BE NECESSARY TO SHIFT THE POWER SUPPLY 
TO STANDBY MODE.PLEASE REMOVE AC POWER FROM UNIT BY USING DISCONNECT. 
THEN TAKE FOLLOWING MEASUREMENTS. 

TIME TO SHIFT TO STANDBY 
BATTERY DC VOLTAGE (STARTING) 
INVERTER OUTPUT VOLTAGE(INITIAL) 

BATTERY DC VOLTAGE (15 MIN.) 
INVERTER OUTPUT VOLTAGE(15 MIN.) 

vDC 
vRMS 

vDC 
vRMS 

RETURN POWER SUPPLY LINE VOLTAGE AT DISCONNECT 

TIME FOR UNIT TO RETURN TO LINE MODE 

should include: charging voltage and current, 
inverter card and standby mode operation and 
batteries for physical and electrical condi-
tions. The results of these tests should be 
logged into a power supply maintenance log 
(see Table 2). 

All trunk cable should be swept on a 
periodic basis. and records kept showing re-
sponse. These records, with periodic review, 
will help pinpoint sections where cable or 
equipment is aging, or performance is other-
wise slowly degrading. It would be ideal if 
maintenance could be planned and organized 
so that the entire trunk system is being swept in 
a constant fashion. 
System ride outs should be performed on a 

regular basis. Items that should be included in 
the visual inspection are broken lashing wire, 
loose and 'or broken fittings, corroded taps, 
etc. Along with providing a visual inspection of 
the plant. they provide an excellent oppor-
tunity for testing for system egress. Records of 
leakage checks will prove valuable in the 
event of FCC inspection. 

It is impossible to touch every aspect of 
cable plant maintenance and preventive main-
tenance in this article. I have only highlighted 
areas of primary importance. The reader 
should keep in mind that maintenance starts 
the day the first subscriber is brought online 
and is an ongoing effort, and that a well main-
tained system has already satisfied the goals 
of preventive maintenance. 

10 DAYS EICTORY 
REPAIR SERVICE 
Send your Sadelco Meters direct to the factory for repair. 

REPAIR 
HOT-LINE 

201 
569-3323 

NI Repair cost-estimate on request 

Trade-in any make SLM . . . we will allow a liberal discount 
towards the purchase of any new Sadelco Signal Level Meter. 

Sadelco, Inc. 75 West Forest Avenue, Englewood, New Jersey 07631 201• 569-3323 
General Representative for Europe: Cater: AG, Habsburgerstr 22, 6003 Luzern. Tel. 041-559275 Telex: FICOM 78168 
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ARCOM Traps 

Stack Up... 
against the competition 

•Superior long-term stability 

•Superior moisture proofing 

•Superior security-rolled case 
prevents subscriber tampering 

•Superior RF radiation shielding 

Traps 
Shown 
Actual 
Size 

IN N.Y. STATE 
CALL COLLECT 
315-463-8433 

(800)448-1655 

2 Pole 
Series 

4 Pole 
Series 

6 Pole 
Series 

.1NorthErn 
catv sales, inc. 
See us at the Texas Show booth # 415. 

8 Pole • 
Series 
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Makeready or not, here we go! 
By Anthony J. DeNigris 

Frustration, frustration and more frustration! 
Anyone who has been around long enough in 
the construction phase of this industry knows 
well indeed, what the meaning of repeated 
frustration is. especially when it comes to deal-
ing with makeready. 
Problems abound in many construction pro-

jects that relate to existing utilities' having to 
literally make room on the poles for the new 
guy on the block. It would seem that in many 
situations. where what is already there is in 
such a state of shambles, the advent of a cable 
TV system is a grant from heaven as far as the 
utilities are concerned. For it is the last guy on 
the pole that pays for the work everyone else 
has to do. Many times the costs associated 
with the privilege of being there are stifling, 
and Cable TV is up against the wall. Can CATV 
do anything about it or are we to sit back and 
absorb, absorb and keep on absorbing? 

Basic problems 
When an organization undertakes the task of 

planning a cable system. one of the first di-
rections of attention should be on makeready. 
The local utilities should be notified of inten-
tions to build a CATV system long in advance, 
if possible. of the actual makeready work, in an 
effort to establish a rapport and commence a 
relationship that might turn out to be very valu-
able in due time. What is needed is a unique 
understanding with the proper liaison per-
sonnel at the pertinent entities having some-
thing to do on those poles 

Most of the time, last minute surprises for 
makeready work can be avoided if the ground 
work was completed and the various options 
were explored. For instance. I know of a sys-
tem in which one particular pole was estimated 
at more than $12.000 for the cost of facilitating 
a CATV line. The engineer in charge of the 
CATV project was able to pull some strings 
and the whole problem was history. He simply 
got the power company to OK the aerial by-
passing of the pole by installing 36-inch exten-
sion arms on each of the two adjacent poles. 
This solution did present a long cable span to 
deal with, but nothing that was too impractical 
considering the savings involved. 
The basic theme of a makeready survey is to 

determine whether or not CATV lines can be 
attached to the pole considering a variety of 
options for attachment, while still maintaining 
accepted clearances from utilities already 
there. As stated earlier, the existing state that 
some of these pole lines are in is phenominal. I 
have seen systems so bad -- especially in 
some of the small towns where municipal own-
ership of the utility is the case that on the 
principal of esthetics alone, not to mention 
existing clearance violations, the utility should 

bear all the costs of cleaning up its own mess. 
But CATV comes along and is hit with the load 
for the whole situation, merely because it 
needs the attachment and there seems to be 
no choice. 

Only a short time ago. a municipal utility 
presented an estimate for a 120-mile make-
ready facilitation in an amount exceeding 
$500.000. The cable company was baffled 
and as a result, the build came to a screeching 
halt. I believe that a cable company should 
bear the burden of procuring attachment 
space. but really now. where does one draw 
the line? 

In the preceding case. it might be presented 
to the utility that since its system is already in 
violation. and it is inevitable that it can't stay 
that way much longer. it would be in the best 
interest of the utility to clean up its own act now, 
in order to avoid possible imposition of fines 
and/or mandates from whatever regulating au-
thorities are in power. I would venture to say 
that asserting one's weight in a situation like 
this might just cause the utility to see the light 
and become more workable with the cable 
company. 
I have experienced many situations where 

the cable company is dictated to by utility 
companies whose attitudes are extremely ar-
rogant. What does the cable company do 
about it? Usually the project engineer goes out 
in the system with the utility representative to 
come to a reasonable compromise. only to 
return with the comment. "Yep. they got us by 
the . .." Many project controllers don't realize 
the real viability of certain options when it 
comes to makeready. Many times it is cheaper 
to place the entire system on extension arms 
rather than incur the cost of direct attachment. 
A common example of an unjustified ex-

pense is when telephone lines are already at 
the minimum clearance from the ground: and 
the power lines are also at the minimum clear-
ance above phone on a relatively short pole. 
which means there is no room to raise the 
power lines. The solution comes back calling 
for the cable company to pay for a new taller 
pole. which is viewed as a very expensive 
burden. Instead of readily agreeing with this 
proposition. why not recommend the instal-
lation of an extension arm mounted four inches 
above the telephone line attachment? The an-
swer is simple - or is it? In this case. the power 
lines are mounted on a full cross arm looking 
like a true "T" at the top of the pole and thusly. 
any lines mounted even an inch above tele-
phone on that pole will be closer to the power 
than is allowed. So the replacement of the pole 
is accepted. Guess what? Yes. there was an-
other solution to all' of this. No one thought of 
asking the telephone company to share a full 
cross arm, or even half of one, which is called a 
side arm If this could be agreed upon for a 

cost of about $50 instead of about $350 plus, 
the cable line and the telephone line could 
attach to a wooden arm at the same, original 
height of the phone line, thereby maintaining 
vertical clearance from power for both phone 
and TV, and horizontal clearance between 
them on the cross arm. 

All of this is not to say that it is as cut and dry 
as was previously described. The parties have 
to agree on the solution in order to affect the 
result, and this does not always happen. There 
may be certain restrictions on the appearance 
of the pole in a specific area of the town; or 
simply. the phone people may not want to be 
bothered. It all boils down to how tight the 
cable people get with their counterparts in the 
appropriate utilities. If the power company 
owns the pole outright. it could mandate the 
sharing of that cross arm as proposed by the 
cable company. But it won't happen if what is 
thrown at the cable people the first time is 
accepted readily. All too often in a cable build. 
money is thrown out the window. 
I know of another similar situation to the one 

previously described except the cost of the 
pole replacement was much greater due to the 
equipment on it. No viable solution could be 
agreed upon with the utilities involved al-
though it should have been. So what did the 
cable company do? They went underground 
and completely bypassed the whole un-
reasonable mess. 

Working through it 
One might believe that in today's world, 

when it comes to following the rules of ac-
cepted standards (refering to pole attachment 
regulations). it should be a simple allowable, 
or non-allowable situation. This isn't the case 
at all. In fact, there are many projects existing 
today that are in total violation as far as national 
accepted standards. 

It's called building around makeready; and 
what it means is that either the utilities involved 
didn't care to enforce standards --and if this 
was the case. certainly the cable company 
didn't mind saving the cost-- or that the util-
ities couldn't maintain a schedule of make-
ready completion in advance of the actual 
cable construction. When this happens, and it 
does. it seems that the rules are not important 
anymore and the contractor is told just to get it 
(the cable) up there somehow and we'll worry 
about how it's going to be finalized later. Much 
of the time. it never does get finalized. This 
type of thinking is the prime reason that so 
many systems exist in such a horrid state of 
shambles today. And what happens because 
of it? It gets worse and worse. Then, since the 
appearance is degrading. the system starts 
lacking maintenance and eventually becomes 
a candidate for rebuild. 

If you criticize what f am saying here. and 
you know of an older system that is going to be 
rebuilt. do some research into the past. You 
might be surprised. It still happens today! 
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What's the chance of saving 
your cable system a 

MILLION DOLLARS 
over the next 5 years? 

Greater than you have ever imagined!!! 

Let QUALITY RF SERVICES 
build up your "savings" by: 

Increasing your channel capability without rebuilding 

* Hybrid P.C. Boards — Your Alternative 
To Purchasing New Amplifiers. 

* Hybrids To Upgrade to 450 MHZ — 
(With a Minimal Dollar Investment) 

Supplying you with tested Replacement Components 

* Specifications Tested — Rigid Quality 
Controlled Inspection Procedures 

* Huge Inventory — Most Cases Orders 
Processed and Shipped Same Day. 

* Individualized Service — Have a Special Parts 
Request? We Will Find It For You. 

Having readily available FREE Technical Assistance 

* 35 Years CATV Technical Experience — A 
Knowledgeable Staff of Engineers and Tech-
nicians to Handle Your Technical Problems. 

* Our Own Repair Lab — Keeps Our Parts 
Honest and Our Technicians Aware of the 
Industry's Latest Innovations. 

* Friendly Staff — Our Aim is to Make Your Call 
The Most Pleasant Transaction Of The Day. 

Start Increasing Your SAVINGS Today! 
Call Quality R.F. Services, Inc. 

1-800-327-9767 In Fla. 1-800-433-0107 
825 Park Way, Suite 3 — Jupiter, Fla. 33458 

See us at the Texas Show booth e 630. 



By Robert V.C. Dickinson 
Senior Vice President AM Cable TV Industries Inc 

You thought you had it made when you were 
able to tame those trunk amplifiers and line 
extenders to give a flat response and maintain 
it. And it felt even better when the power sup-
plies stopped going out during every lightning 
storm and now while you are struggling to 
balance your upstream system, look what 
comes along --CATV signal leakage. We have 
always had it but it didn't cause us too much 
trouble until recently. Now it seems that in-
stead of getting better, it's getting worse. First 
it was the Federal Aviation Administration 
complaining about air communication and 
navigation interference, then it was the Federal 
Communications Commission demanding 
that tighter systems be maintained, followed 
by the radio amateurs and. . well what's next? 
Probably. leaky cable systems someday will 

be a thing of the past Perhaps not because we 
would have it that way. but because so many 
users of over-the-air spectrum and regulatory 
agencies would For now, a new batch of regu-
lation is nearly upon us. 
The FCC has issued a second Report and 

Order in Docket 21006, which will become 
effective when the various administrative pro-
cedures are complete. Its requirements are in 
some respects a relaxation of the current rules, 
in other areas they are much more demanding. 
Two of the new provisions bear directly on 
leakage monitoring and leakage measure-
ments. Paragraph 76.614 (new) requires that 
"all portions of" each cable television system 
shall be "monitored once every three months." 
and that the "leakage sources shall be elimin-
ated within a reasonable period of time." Para-
graph 76.611 (new) provides for -basic signal 
leakage performance criteria" to be verified 

'There are now new 
and more stringent 
regulations... 
increasing monitoring 
requirements and 
necessitating the 
implementation of CH' 

"prior to carriage of signals- and "at least once 
per year" for the record. The results of this 
monitoring and measuring procedure are rep-
resented by a figure of merit called the cumu-
lative leakage index (CLI) covered in 
76.611(a)(i)(new). It will serve as a proof of 
performance for the leakage integrity of the 
cable system. This rulemaking also addresses 
other important subjects (not explored here) 
such as frequency offsets, CATV signal allow-
able power levels, notifications and 
grandfathering. 
These specific federal regulations will soon 

be law and must be adhered to. In a more 
general sense, leakage control is forever since 
the world will not tolerate leaky cable systems. 
Conversely, ingress goes hand-in-hand with 
g ress and cable systems cannot be ex-

pected to perform properly in the presence of 
leakage from outside. 

Locating and monitoring leaks 
Everybody can go down a list from the 

headend to the TV set naming the various 
sources of leakage. Experience shows that the 
largest number occur in connection with the 
drops and the subscriber installation. Bad F 
fittings contribute their share, and un-
fortunately interconnection of TV sets. VCRs 
and TV games is becoming a bigger nuisance. 
On the brighter side, the leakage from illegal 
connections is often the handle the cable op-
erator needs to catch the offenders in the act. 
Here, we will focus on means of leak detection 
and measurement plus procedural optimiza-
tion of repairs and records. 

Realizing that leaks must be located before 
they can be repaired has led several manu-
facturers to develop leakage detection 
equipment. Leakage detection products must 
alert the operator when leaks over the thresh-
old of 20 microvolts per meter at three meters 
are encountered (76.605(a)(12)). Since the 
majority of leaks center around the subscriber 
installation, the use of small portable monitors 
by installation crews has become popular with 
a number of cable operators. The rule is 
usually that the installer does not leave the 
installation site until it is clean from the leakage 
point of view and, furthermore, he is held re-
sponsible for the quality and leakage integrity 
of his work. 
The more general approach to leakage de-

tection is a mobile monitor carried in service 
vehicles. This receiver should be wired to the 
ignition switch to ensure that it is always opera-
tional when the vehicle is in service. Other 
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measures may be taken such as, putting the 
instrument in plain view of the driver, setting 
minimum audio volume and adding audible 
alarms. These precautions make it difficult or 
impossible to miss or ignore a leak. The moni-
tors are usually permanently installed in the 
service vehicles and calibrated on a daily 
basis at a fixed threshold level field-es-
tablished by a special generator and antenna 
at the garage or other central location. 
One question that is often asked concerns 

the polarization of the receiving antenna for the 
leakage monitor. The easiest approach is 
simply to install a vertical antenna on the ser-
vice truck. This antenna must be tuned to the 
monitoring frequency. But what is the actual 
polarization of the leakage signal from the 
cable system? 
The leakage current flows on the outside of 

the cable sheath. Because the cable system 
is, in effect, a long and complex antenna, the 
polarization is hard to define. True, the cable 
itself (and the leakage current that flows on it) 
is horizontal, but when you consider the drops. 
grounds, the shape of the cable system, plus 
the power utility system (which due to ground-
ing, becomes part of the antenna), etc.. it is 
very difficult to specify the polarization. Not 
only that but horizontal RF currents do not 
always produce horizontal polarization. 
To illustrate, consider that the "cable anten-

na" is a straight horizontal wire of finite length. 
Looking at that cable from the side one would 
surmize that, due to horizontal current flow on 
the outside of the cable sheath, the polar-
ization of the radiated signal is horizontal. If 
you were to move to a point in the vertical plane 
containing the cable, but beyond either end of 
the cable, the projection of the same horizontal 
current from your vantage point is totally verti-
cal. Hence, the horizontal current to an ob-
server from this vantage generates a vertically 
polarized signal. Looking directly upward from 
beneath the cable results in pure horizontal 
polarization for current flowing over your head, 
but only if your receiving dipole is parallel to 
the cable. The point of all of this is that polar-
ization is not simple and dogmatic statements 
about leakage polarization are probably not in 
order. 

A horizontal antenna mounted above the top 
of the service van also will detect leakage 
signals. It should be mounted along the di-
rection of vehicle travel. Experiments have 
shown that the signal amplitudes received 
from a roof-mounted vertical quarter-wave 
monopole and a horizontal half-wave dipole 
are about the same. (A horizontal dipole moun-
ted at the optimum position of about one-
quarter wavelength above the roof actually 
gives about 2 dB more signal than the vertical 
quarter-wave.) The horizontal dipole antenna 
has a somewhat sharper response as the ve-
hicle moves under the leak allowing a closer 
approximation of the location of the leakage 
source. 

Pinpointing leaks 
This is all well and good when it is possible to 

drive out the system with the strand essentially 

loo 
Series 

•ro 
tun say 

For your al or urban needs... 
the LOWEST COST PER MILE 

is NOW AVAILABLE! 
Features: 

• Low Cost 
II Superior Signal Handling 
• Rugged FEI Power Supply 
• Easy To Maintain 
Ill Accepts Feed-Through 
Connectors 

• Built-In Diplex Filters 
• Active Forward With 

Passive Reverse 
II Active Reverse With 

Passive Forward 
Ili Plug-In Pads 
• Plug-In Equalizers 
II Plug-In Thermals 
▪ Plug-In Hybrids 

The100 Series active line 
offers versatility for any 
application up to 450 MHz 
including tapped trunk. 
Power consumption is very 
low and signal handling is 
ideal for stretching your 
plant. The amplifier board 
and power supply are easily 
removable without 
disturbing cable connectors 
or housing mount. 

Description Model No. Gain dB Power(24-60VAC) 
LFA Forward Amplifiers LFA 115 16 75 W 
with equalizers for LFA 120 21 7.5 
50-300 or 50-450 MHz LFA 130 33 10.5 
LRA Reverse Ampl if iers LRA 112 12 75 
with equalizers for IRA 117 17 75 
5-33 MHz LRA 121 21 7.5 

fwe  Lindsay America 
CATV Products and Services Tel. 904-789-2321 
1202 B West 19th St. 
Panama City, Florida 32405 

overhead: but what about the conditions 
where the strand is in the alley or easement, or 
when it goes vertically in the high-rise 
situation? 
The answer is not totally clear. When the 

strand is further away a threshold level leak will 
produce a smaller signal at the monitor than if 
you were the traditional three meters away. In 
addition, as you move away from the strand 
your ability to determine the location of the leak 
rapidly diminishes. Some have experimented 
with direction finding methods' for more rapid 
leak location where the strand is close to the 
street. Less has been done where the strand is 
removed from the right-of-way. It would ap-
pear that use of a directional antenna to do 

monitoring sweeps in the easements, etc., 
would bear promise since a directional anten-
na will tend to recoup the signal level reduction 
due to distance and lend its directionality to 
localizing the source. Although the new FCC 
regulations demand monitoring of 100 percent 
of the system, there is no proven procedure for 
this now. 
The lack of convenient means to monitor 

relatively inaccessable portions of the system 
have led to more innovative approaches which 
currently are being tested. If one could sense 
the local leakage at various places on the 
system and feed that information back to the 
headend on in-bound cable circuits, the whole 
matter of leak detection would be simplified 
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and the costs reduced. Some have suggested 
receivers distributed about the system with 
their output information fed back on a data 
stream. Others are looking at the use of data 
controlled switches to section the system al-
lowing at least approximate location of ingress 
(and hence leakage) points. Inevitably, a 
number of these systems will evolve in the near 
future and ease the burden of total system 
monitoring. It is our understanding that the 
FCC is interested in nontraditional methods 
particularly if they increase the quality or the 
frequency of the monitoring provided. 

Monitoring usually isolates the leak to a 
small section of the cable, probably to within 
tens of feet. From this point it is necessary to 
find the exact location of the flow whether it be 
a cable crack, leaky housing, faulty connector, 
etc. To accomplish this, move a sensing an-
tenna very close to the cable. Using a half-
wavelength dipole it is quite difficult, in many 
cases, to pinpoint the leak. Some manufac-
turers offer near field probes or the equivalent. 
These can be laid against the cable and 
moved along while decreasing the sensitivity 
of the monitoring receiver until the location 
providing the maximum reading is found, and 
hence the source of the leak is located. Such a 
device is almost a necessity. In addition, it is 
far more convenient to be able to mount the 
probe on the end of a long pole made of a 
nonconductive material so that probing can be 
done from the ground without the need for a 
bucket truck to locate the leak. 

Repairing leaks 
Many operators prefer the use of a dedi-

cated crew to pinpoint and repair leaks. This 
crew is given the leakage reports from the 
monitoring done in the routine travel of in-
stallation and service. Whether a separate 
crew is used or not depends upon the system 
size and logistics plus the normal modes of 
operation and service people. 
The FCC requires that a record be made of 

the date and location of each detected leak 
that exceeds the threshold value. This means 
that the information gathered and forwarded to 
the leakage repair crew could be asked for by 
an FCC inspector. When that leak is repaired 
an additional and correlated record must be 
made of the date and nature of the repair 
(probable cause of the leak). This too is an 
FCC requirement. It is assumed that when the 
repair is made that the leakage level falls to 
below the threshold If this is not the case the 
leak has not been repaired. The commission 
rules require that repair be made within a 
"reasonable period." These records will be the 
source of information for the determination of 
reasonable period if push ever comes to shove 
on the issue. Note that in the whole procedure 
it is not necessary to make a precise mea-
surement of the leakage level in order to re-
cord same. The primary liability of the cable 
operator is to be able to prove that his method 
of determining the level of the leak relative to 
the threshold is reasonably accurate. 
You really should fix all detected leaks even 

though some may be below the threshold. A 

leak of 20 microvolts per meter at three meters 
is a large signal to many land-based com-
munications systems. It easily could be the 
subject of a complaint from an amateur radio 
operator or mobile communication service. 
The ultimate criterion is not the actual leakage 
level but the presence of harmful interference. 
Paragraph 76.613 of the FCC rules defines 
harmful interference as "any emission, radia-
tion or induction which endangers the func-
tioning of a radionavigation service or of other 
safety services or seriously degrades, ob-
structs or repeatedly interrupts a radio-
communication service operating in accor-
dance with this chapter." Therefore, in some 
cases the cable operator may be required to 
make his repairs adequate to eliminate harm-
ful interference (or remove the signal if the 
repair is not effective). The other side of this 
coin says that where there are high effective 
radiated powers from amateur or other com-
munications sources, significant ingress may 
be encountered even where the egress does 
not exceed the threshold of 20 mV/rn at three 
meters. 
What about measurements? So far we are 

not required to make any measurements. Un-
less you opt to do flyover measurements per 
76.611(2) (new) actual performance of leak-
by-leak measurements is required in com-
puting the Cumulative Leak Index previously 
sited (flyover measurements by you or a con-
tractor, may cost less in some cases). Para-
graph 76.611(1) (new) requires that once each 
year at least 75 percent of the cable strand 
must be sampled and the actual level of each 
leak exceeding 50 uV/m at three meters must 
be recorded. The traditional way to make this 
measurement is simply to buy or build2 a di-
pole receiving antenna that is tuned to the 
frequency where the measurements are to be 
made. Connect the antenna through a balun to 
a signal level meter through an amplifier, if 
necessary. Make the readings and apply the 
applicable correction factor for antenna gain 
and frequency. These factors are published in 
the handbooks of most CATV equipment 
manufacturers. 

For instance, using a folded dipole cut to the 
length of 95 percent of a free space half-wave 
the field intensity in microvolts per meter is 
equal to microvolts as read on the SLM, times 
frequency in MHz divided by 48.3. The dipole 
must be horizontal, three meters from the 
CATV system components and three meters 
above the ground (if such position cannot be 
attained the height above the ground may be 
increased to maintain three meters from the 
system components) according to 
76.609(h)(3) (new). This is a straightforward 
way and complies with the FCC requirements, 
but it is also cumbersome and time 
consuming. 
Some have improved the technique by 

building structures of insulating pipe (such as 
PVC water pipe) that can be hung on the 
strand to simplify positioning. The sensing 
antenna actually may be built into the structure 
allowing for a quicker and "fixtured" way of 
doing the physical set up in compliance with 

76.609. We are again led to believe that the 
FCC will accept alternate methods if the cable 
operator can show that his alternate can pro-
duce the desired results with good accuracy. 
On the other hand it would be inadvisable to 
develop a better method and use it for numer-
ous measurements without assurance from 
the FCC engineer-in-charge that the pro-
cedure is acceptable. Inevitably the industry 
will develop better techniques that will allow 
more expeditious collection of this required 
data. 

Cumulative leak index 
What on earth is the Cumulative Leak Index? 

Since 1971 the FAA, FCC and hence the cable 
industry have been much exercised over sig-
nal leakage. After the "Harrisburg incident" in 
1976 the wheels started turning, throwing off 
not only smoke and fury but leading to the 
monitoring regulations that we now live with, 
and the threat of ultimate forfeiture. In certain 
cases severe fines have been levied against 
those who did not take care of their leakage 
and/or records. 
One of the big problems was that there was 

no specific engineering or scientific data that 
one could reference in an effort to quantify the 
interference effects of cable signal leakage. 
An effort was mounted by the FCC that did 
contribute a far better engineering base. The 
FCC formed what was known as the FCC Ad-
visory Committee on Cable Signal Leakage. 
The committee included members from the 
commission. the FAA and cable industry, as 
well as observers from a wider range of com-
munications interests. Besides a good deal of 
analytical work, there was a rather extensive 
flight test program that included flyovers of 
many operating CATV systems, even some 
where intentional leaks had been induced. 
These tests were designed to obtain real-life 
data and to attempt to correlate ground mea-
surements with airborne measurements. It was 
realized early on that to require cable oper-
ators to do flyover testing usually was not an 
optimum solution and was expensive and not 
without hazard. 
The final report of this committee issued in 

19793 recommended three methods to assure 
that the leakage fields in the airspace above a 
cable system did not exceed the 10 microvolts 
per meter level that had been agreed upon as 
being a reasonable threshold of interference 
for air navigation and communication ser-
vices. The first of these methods was to fly a 
prearranged pattern over the cable system 
and measure the leakage fields on the moni-
toring frequency. 
The second method was to do a math-

ematical summation of ground leakage mea-
surements at a hypothetical point 3,000 
meters above the center of the cable system. 
This was called "I of 3000." In order to do this, 
every leak on the ground has to be located as 
to its distance from the center of the system. 
The distance from the leak to the summation 
point 3,000 meters in the air would be equal to 
the hypotenuse of the triangle formed by the 
radial from the center of the system to the leak 
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and the vertical from the center of the system 
to the summation point. 
To sum the powers at such a summation 

point it not simple since there are both phase 
and polarization unknowns. The decision was 
made to do a direct power summation. It can 
be shown that this gives a conservative an-
swer, i.e., the actual field will probably be 
lower than the calculated field due to phase 
and polarization misalignments. The quantity 
13000 is calculated based upon the summation 
of the field intensities of each leak of 50 uV/m or 
greater divided by the distance of the leak 
from the summation point in space, all squa-
red. Since it was recognized that such a de-
termination made on a fraction of the system 
could be reasonably extended to the whole 
system, a factor of the number of system miles 
divided by the number of miles driven was 
applied to the summation. The whole formula 
then became: 

13000 — — 
M0 

i = 1 

E,2 

R,2 

Where: 
n is the number of leaks equal to or greater 

than 50 uV/m at three meters. 
i is the number of each of the n leaks. 
E, is the magnitude of the leak i in microvolts 

per meter at three meters. 
R, is the distance of the leak i from the center 

of the system in meters. 
n is the number of each specific leak equal 

or greater than 50 uV/m at three meters. 
M is the total miles of plant. 
A/10 is miles actually driven. 
This is not a complex formula, however it 

does require calculation of the distance from 
the summation point for every leak and be-
comes tedious and time consuming. 
The third method determined an index 

called "I of infinity." If the summation point is 
moved very far away then the distance to all 
points becomes the same and the calculation 
of the individual distances can be eliminated. 
This gives rise to the formula: 

I, = •••••• 
Md 

1=1 

The FCC limits for system qualification are 
that 10 log13000 = < -7 or that 10 log = < 64. 
According to the FCC regulations, leaks less 
than 50 microvolts per meter can be ignored in 
the calculation (but not in the monitoring and 
repair). The reason for this is that by squaring 
the amplitude of each leak the contribution to 
the summation of the small leaks is relatively 
insignificant. The qualification limits were de-
rived by working backwards from aerial and 
ground data taken in various systems. These 
limiting values represent a good correlation 
between the contribution of ground leaks to 
integrated aerial measurements. Details of the 

WINIATE 
NeltINTECTION 

SNIFFERif 
The most dependable, 
most sophisticated RF 

leakage detection system 
ever developed. 

We've taken RF leakage detection a major step 
forward. A new state-of-the art is now estab-
lished with SNIFFER II. 

Significant new features: 
• High selectivity input preselector U Greatly 
enhanced detector sensitivity U Tone coded 
variable squelch U User specified output fre-
quency • Full battery charging from vehicle 
power • Low battery warning and auto cutoff 
• New RFI proof signal source housing IIIIRF out-
put level adjust U and morel 

Achieve a new level of 
system integrity with 
ease and perfection. 

ComSomce IN 
An Employee Owned Corporation 
1350 Port Republic Road PO Box 1106, Harrisonburg, VA 22801 

Toll Free (800) 336-9681, In VA (703) 434-5965 
See us at the Texas Show booth 547. 
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derivation of the formula and determination of 
the limits is contained in the referenced report. 
So there it is, CLI in a nutshell. The first time 

through sounds a little complex, however the 
mathematics are simple. There have been 
computer programs published° that take the 
entries, do the mathematics and conveniently 
present the results. Whatever means you use 
to calculate 13000 or I. you had better keep the 
calculations handy along with the relevant 
data for inspection by an FCC representative. 

On our toes 
It is probably accurate to say that, to date, 

there have been more fines for poor or no 
records or other paper work than for actual 
leaks. Examine the other portions on Part 76, 
Subpart K (old and new) to make sure that your 
paperwork requirements for notification (form 
325, etc.), are complete and up to date. Note 
that the second Report and Order adds many 
new twists including an entire frequency off-
setting system and has some involved grand-
fathering provisions. 

Before closing, two paragraphs from the 
second Report and Order in Docket 21006 
must be quoted. §18: "The cable industry has 
alleged that its record of compliance with our 
interference rules is exemplary. However, the 
inspection program of the commission's Field 
Operations Bureau has discovered numerous 
systems in violation of the 20 uV'm standard of 

Rule 76.605(a)(12), noncompliance with noti-
fication requirements of Rule 76.610. or vio-
lation of frequency offset requirements. This 
indicates that many cable operators have 
been lax in their responsibilities in this area 
and that the cable industry's record of com-
pliance is questionable. We believe the record 
supports strengthening, not relaxing, the pre-
sent requirements, especially considering the 
potential for aviation disaster." And §19: 
"Based on the record at this time, we are 
unable to conclude that cable operators can 
be relied upon to maintain their systems suf-
ficiently free from signal leakage as not to 
create risks of harmful interference in the 
aeronautical radio frequency bands. Many 
have not adequately complied with either sig-
nal leakage standards or monitoring re-
quirements. Although no new cases of inter-
ference have been reported during the past 
four years, as the FAA begins upgrading its 
facilities and 'splitting' channels, conflicts be-
come increasingly likely. Until such time as 
there is confidence that CATV systems are 
sufficiently closed transmission facilities so as 
to be incapable of causing harmful inter-
ference to services in these bands, it is 
necessary to continue with a regulatory 
solution." 
Statements like this are a shame on the 

industry—so let us take this whole thing very 
seriously! 

What have we said? First we have been 
operating under FCC regulations that require 
monitoring and maximum leakage levels for a 
number of years. There are now new and more 
stringent regulations that recently have been 
passed by the FCC increasing the monitoring 
requirements and necessitating the imple-
mentation of CLI to verify system cleanliness. 
These matters require our attention. 

Clean systems are good for everyone. So we 
must: a) monitor, measure, fix, and record for 
the FCC lest you be fined or shut down; b) 
monitor, measure, fix and record for yourself 
and your customers since this leads to better 
cable system performance; arid c) when you 
monitor, measure, fix and record, do it right or 
it will come back to haunt you. 

Footnotes 
'Robert Luff — United Artists CableSystems, San 

Angelo. Texas 
2A simple plan for a horizontal dipole design for van top 

ladder rack mounting is available from Roy 
Ehman —Storer Cable. P.O. Box 4605, Miami, Fla. 
33169 

3Final Report of the Advisory Final Report of the Advis-
ory Committee on Cable Signal Leakage. This report 
is available—item number PB80-119605. National 
Technical Information Service, 5285 Port Royal Rd., 
Springfield, Va. 22161. (703) 487-4650. 

4UA's Leakage Log: Keeping it Clean." Cable Television 
Business Dec 1. 1983. pg 40. 

The author is particularly indebted to the fine work on 
this subject by Bob Luff of UA Cablesystems and 
Roy Ehman of Sky,' 

Rack n' Roll is here to stay 
and the king is producing the 
hottest numbers around! When 
Triple Crown creates a new 
head end the results are solid 
gold for sure! We start with our 
best electronic equipment, 
get it all together, plug in our 
instruments, set the levels and 
balance everything for superb 
harmony. Only if our people 
are pleased to the max, do we 
pack it up and put the show on 
the road. 
When it rolls onto your site, 

the hookup is quick and the 

performance will blow you 
away. For a picture perfect 
Rack Video, this shining silvery 
monolith is heavy metal like 
you've never seen before. 

Let Triple Crown book a 
Rack n' Roll Superstar for your 
viewers ... they won't believe 
their eyes. 

TRIPLE CROWN 
ELECTRONICS 
MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO 

(416) 629-1111 
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA 

(305) 429-0870 
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Worry-Free 

e Detection Systems 
Signal leakage is a problem everyone has and no one likes to talk about. But. Texscan has a system that we can't stop 
talking about: a low-cost, highly sensitive, leakage detection system. 

Consisting of a frequency synthesized headend transmitter and a handheld receiver (FDM-3) or a vehicle mounted 
receiver (FDM-4), Texscan's system can help you with the worrysome problem of RF signal leakage. Just pick up an FDM-3 
in the morning before going out into the field, clip it on your belt and forget about it. When a leak is detected, the FDM- 3 
or the mobile unit FDM-4, will announce it. No false alarms due to off-air interference. No high cost. No bulky equipment. 
And, no worry. 

Because, when you have an FDM system, your system is continuously monitored. Each receiver, whether the handheld 
or the mobile unit, is a high performance, crystal controlled instrument. The headend transmitter 
is frequency programmable and allows you to choose from a variety of FM band or midband 
frequencies. Texscan 

Face it, if you have a signal leakage problem, you don't need more worries from an untested CORPORATION 
leakage detection system. Get one you know you can trust, from Texscan. 

Texscan Instruments • 3169 North Shadeland Ave. • Indianapolis, IN 46226 • (317) 545-4196 
See us at the Texas Show, Booth 221 



Getting active with passives 
By Tom Hill 
Assuslant [rector of Engmeenng Sammons Communcatmns 

Much has been written on the subject of 
signal leakage since compliance with the FCC 
rules and regulations came onto the CATV 
industry in the early 1970s. During those 10 
years or so we have seen many changes in 
CATV technology and techniques. One thing 
that has not changed is an acute awareness 
that, FCC rules or no rules, signal leakage 
must be drastically limited in every cable sys-

tern. if for no other reason than to minimize or 
eliminate ingress. With the prevalence of more 
powerful transmitters by other users (espe-
cially in the sub- and mid-bands), radio fre-
quency interference (RFI) integrity from the 
headend to the subscriber's terminal is essen-
tial. Even the best signal leakage detectors 
available today are hard pressed to determine 
all levels of leakage that can exist from 5 to 500 
MHz and beyond. 
Compliance with signal leakage require-

ments becomes progressively more stringent 
with such things as the recent FCC policy for 
the usage of wideband and FM signal trans-
mission and even more recently, FCC Docket 
21006. Cable TV operators are just beginning 
to realize the ramifications of the measurement 
and monitoring requirement of system com-
pliance with the cumulative leak index as out-
lined in Docket 21006. No longer can cable 
operators feel they have satisfied the FCC 
technical standards simply by conducting 
their annual FCC proof of performance tests. 
Signal leakage awareness must be an every-
day, every person, every system endeavor in 
order to keep leakage and ingress down to 
tolerable levels. 
A cable system is only as RFI tight as the 

quality of the hardware that goes into it, as well 
as the expertise of those putting all the pieces 
together and maintaining the plant. We de-
pend on the distribution equipment manu-
facturers to provide quality electronics and 
passives, but our experience at Sammons has 
shown us that some passives still are prone to 
troublesome signal leakage. The splitters 
used on the subscriber's drop, in particular, 
warrant careful evaluation to ensure RFI integ-
rity. Since these are relatively low-cost items, 
which are produced in very large quantities, 
some drop splitters do not achieve good sig-
nal leakage characteristics. Also, there does 
not seem to be an industrywide standard for 
passive signal leakage or even a standard 
method to test for that leakage. 
The degree of signal leakage in a properly 

terminated drop splitter, as you might expect, 
is usually due to the way the cover plate is 
attached. Most of the cover plates are pressed 
on and then the joint is covered with an epoxy 
material for weather proofing. Many times the 
cover plate still does not contact the splitter 
body properly resulting in a poor RFI seal. 

Taking action 
To evaluate passives and other devices for 

signal leakage. Sammons constructed an RFI 
chamber where the devices are tested. A simi-
lar chamber, which has been described in 
various publications', is a variation of the 
"SEED" (shield effectiveness evaluation de-
vice), designed by Belden Cable for testing 
their shielded cable. The chamber permits 

'Demand quality, 
demand a safety factor, 
then test often and 
rigorously to ensure 
you are getting the 
quality' 
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DIE MOST MEMORABLE FEATURE 
OF THE NEW WATCHMAN®! 
ISYOU CAN FORGET IT. 

The new Watchman II is 
a worry free battery designed 
for CATV and other stand-
by power applications. You 
install it. You forget it. 
Here's why: 

The new Watchman lirs 
AbsolyteTM sealed lead acid 
technology means no 
maintenance, and no main-
tenance cost. It means no 
climbing poles to service 
batteries. The Watchman II 
never needs watering, 
there's no acid spillage or 
corrosive fumes to damage 
electronics. And because 
it is sealed, you can use the 
Watchman II in any position, 
in any location, no matter 
how remote, even freezing 
will not hurt it. Unlike most 
standby batteries, Watchman 
II thrives on cycling and 
can be cycled over 200 
times, even after being in 
day-after-day float service. 

For more information, 
and other technical data, 
write or call Bob Hasewinkle, 
Product Manager—Specialty, 
GNB Batteries Inc.. 
PO. Box 64140, St. Paul. 
MN 55164, 612/681-5000. 

 GNB  
*Trademark. GNB Batteries Inc GNB Batteries Inc. 



effective comparisons of various passives 
made by different manufacturers, but the ab-
solute leakage numbers may not be identical 
from chamber to chamber because of fabri-
cation variations 
The RFI chamber used at Sammons was 

constructed from a 30-gallon metal garbage 
can (Figure 1). This was selected because it 
was a convenient size was inexpensive and. 
with some modifications, became a relatively 
RFI-tight enclosure A hole punched in the 
center of the lid, accepts a bulkhead con-
nector that is attached to a piece of .500 alu-

minum cable with a 500 to F adaptor (Figure 
2) An F-81 connector would probably serve as 
well The terminated device to be tested is thus 
fed a signal of 60 dBmV from a Wavetek Model 
3000 signal generator. The leakage is picked 
up by a 12-inch diameter cylinder of sheet 
metal situated vertically inside the can This 
inner cylinder is insulated from the outer can 
by wooden standoffs but is terminated to the 
outer can by a 47 ohm resistor An F-81 con-
nector is placed in the side of the can and is 
attached to the inner cylinder by a short length 
of RG-59 cable with the center conductor 

Figure 2: RR chamber cutaway 
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bolted to the cylinder. This F-81 is the point 
where the signal leakage is sampled. Because 
of the extremely low levels at the sàmpling 
point, the output is amplified by a post ampli-
fier with 40 dB gain. Though only one fre-
quency is inserted at a time. it is helpful to 
monitor and measure the amplified output with 
a spectrum analyzer like the HP Model 8559. 
This way you can vary the input frequency and 
still constantly monitor the signal leakage 
output 
Sammons found an acceptable level of sig-

nal leakage to be in the area of at least 100 dB 
down from the signal input. Assuming a 60 
dBmV signal is being supplied to the properly 
terminated device in the can and a 40 dB gain 
post amp. the amplifier output should be no 
higher than 0 dBmV. Testing has shown that a 
good drop splitter measures leakage around 
125 dB down and the best strand-mounted 
taps and splitters measure at least 130 .dB 
down 
As mentioned before. these leakage levels 

will vary from chamber to chamber Although 
Sammons has determined that 100 dB is an 
acceptable level and good is around 125 dB 
down others may disagree as to just what is 
acceptable or good. It is important that you 
establish your own standards based on mea-
surements taken from the test chamber you 
have constructed. 

The safety factor 
Why It is necessary to have an RFI integrity 

of 100 dB or more for any drop passive? Since 
it would normally be fed a signal of around 
1- 10 dBmV. this means any leakage would be 
in the area of 90 dBmV. If everything in the 
typical cable system never leaked more than 
90 dBmV. would there ever be any signal 

leakage problems? Keep in mind we are talk-
ing about measurements of a brand new de-
vice fresh from the manufacturer. The seal 
around the cover plate and terminated ports 
will probably never be as good as they are 
now By the time mechanical forces and envi-
ronmental corrosion get to it before and after 
installation it may have a struggle meeting 
even the 20 microvolt leakage requirements. If 
Company A sells a 125 dB device for essen-
tially the same price as the 90 or 100 dB device 
of Company B. which would you choose? If the 
quality of CATV equipment is to stay at a high 
level it is important that cable operators de-
mand top quality and test that equipment to be 
sure they continue to get that quality. We need 
100 dB or better RFI integrity to satisfy a safety 
factor We can control the level being fed to the 
splitter from a tap but we cannot control the 
signal level of a pager transmitter a few blocks 
away We wouldn't expect a 160-pound man to 
climb a pole or tower with a safety strap rated 
at 160 pounds. Safety factor 

In summary. demand quality, demand a 
safety factor then test often and rigorously to 
ensure you are getting the quality you'll need 
for the next 10 years 

Sandy 13 Livermore Quantifying Signal Leakage 
How Do Current Methods Measure Up' NCTA Con-
vention 1984 
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"No problem too great." 
Bob Bilodeau 
Chairman-CEO 

Cable 
installs: 

Expertise based on 12 years and 
3,000,000 connections. 

If installs have you feeling 
snake-bit, our Installation Services 
Division is the solution. We're setting 
the pace in both residential and mul-
tiple dwelling unit installations. All 
of our crews and field supervisors 
must prove themselves capable and 
courteous on every job—or they 
don't go out. We also handle special 
projects (like audits, rebuilds, re-
grounding, converter changeouts 
and upgrades), and we specialize in 
MDU construction. Cable installs? 
No problem! 

Im 

.tikur  —Non 

Converter 
repairs: 

Warranty-authorized by the 
industry's leading manufacturers. 

RTK's Converter Services Divi-
sion is the answer when converter 
repairs are eating your profits. 
We're showing the industry how re-
pairs should be done. Our techni-
cians check and re-check every 
component—not just those with ob-
vious problems—so your subscriber 
gets back a unit that's as good as 
new. We stock parts and supplies for 
all models, and back our work with 
the most comprehensive guarantee 
in the business. Converter repairs? 
No problem! 

Cable 
construction: 
We build better cable systems— 
from the ground, up. 

RTK's Communications Con-
struction Division takes the hardhat 
pains out of the entire project. We 
handle site planning, electronics de-
sign, surveys and strand-mapping, 
make-ready, cable and materials 
purchasing, aerial and under-
ground construction, debugging, 
and maintenance for the life of the 
system. We can design a system and 
provide full or modified turnkey 
construction to the most exacting 
specifications. Cable construction? 
No problem! 

The cable industry's problem solvere 
inIO 

g a' 
RT/KATEK COMMUNICATIONS GROUP 
Installation Services Division 
201/678-2083 

Converter Services Division ri Communications Construction Division 
800/441-1334 Toll Free 215/269-1946 
In PA, 717/534-1161) 



E NS Ali 
PULL NC 

Putting a cable in a hole over here and getting it to 
come out of a hole over there isn't easy. Somewhere in be-
tween you usually hit a snag. 

But M/A-COM's new Quantum Reach® is so flexible 
it's almost snag proof. 

To prove it, we recently tried QR" on a job at Woods 
Hole Research Institute. The problem: to place 400 feet of 
coax in an existing, not-so-straight underground conduit. 
The cable company didn't think it would work, and to be 



ID OUTS OF 
CA1311 • 

quite honest, we had our doubts. But, 400 feet later it popped 
out the other end. No other cable on the market could have 
done it without blowing the impedance or without seri-
ously degrading the return loss. QR did. And since then, 
we've done similar jobs with the same success. 

So, next time you're lanning a job with a lot of 
snags, specify QR. It make 

= the distance from here t miekre 
there a whole lot shorter. - == 
MA-COM Cable Home Group, PO Box 1729, Hickon NC 28601, 800-138-1131, in NC 800-222-6808. telex 802-166 
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Figure 1: Standard broadband sweep setup 
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Frequency response: 
Distribution system 
This is section F of the first part of the "NCTA 
Recommended Practices for Measurements 
on Cable Television Systems" 

By The Science & Technology 
Department 

Frequency response of the distribution sys-
tem is the variation in system gain versus fre-
quency from the headend output to any point 
in the system. It is normally expressed in dB 
peak-to-valley representing the system gain 
variation from the highest point to the lowest 
point across the specified system frequency 
bandwidth. 
Frequency response is potentially affected 

by any or all of the various components in a 
system. Of major concern are the active com-
ponents. namely the trunk and distribution 
amplifiers along with their internal acces-

Figure 2: Broadband sweep 
display 

Markers at 54, 150 and 300 MHz 

sories, such as cable equalizers. The major 
cause is amplifier station repetitive response 
signatures. which add on a per station basis. 
Also. return loss interaction between closely 
spaced amplifiers and passive splitters or di-
rectional couplers can cause problems. 

Included in this standard are five different 
techniques for making this measurement. 
They are: 

• Standard broadband sweep 
• Simultaneous sweep (high level sweep) 
• Low level sweep (tracking sweep) 
• Slow sweep 
• Noise response testing 

Standard broadband sweep 
Procedure The tu,u,,.,rg equipment is 

needed standard sweep generator: oscillo-
scope: detector: trap(s). at pilot carrier fre-

quency attenuator. 0-60 dB in 1 dB steps: 
marker generator (optional): and signal level 
meter (SLM). 

1) Set up the equipment as illustrated in 
Figure 1. 

2) Turn off all headend signals except the 
pilot carrier(s). 

3) Establish the sweep generator output 
'eve' (in continuous wave mode) with an SLM. 
at the headend test point, to be equal or about 
6 dB above normal system carrier levels. 

4) Temporarily connect the vehicle set-up to 
the headend test point. 

5) Assuming a 60 Hz sweep rate from the 
sweep generator. the oscilloscope should be 
set for 2.0 msidivision and internal trigger. The 
oscilloscope trigger controls should be ad-
lusted to trigger on the leading edge of the 
detected sweep signal. 

6) The oscilloscope vertical sensitivity can 
now be adjusted to give a full screen display. 
The oscilloscope controls should not be ad-
justed after the above preliminary setup: in-
stead the input attenuator should be capable 
of handling the various test point levels en-
countered in the field. 

7) Multiple traces can be created on the 
scope screen by making use of the input at-
tenuator to give one or several dBs of sep-
aration for calibration purposes. 

This is the original approach to system 
sweeping. but cannot be done without inter-
fering with the system pictures. Therefore, it 
must be accomplished when all system sig-
nals would normally be off-the-air. It is prob-
ably the most accurate of all the techniques as 
well as the least expensive from a test equip-
ment requirement stand point It is nothing 
more than an extension of standard bench 
sweeping. which most system operators are 
familiar with 

Simultaneous sweep 
iiroLeUuít. ine to,ovvolg equipment is 

needed storage oscilloscope: sweep gener-
ator. capable of simultaneous impulse sweep: 
detector: signal level meter: video filter (op-
tional): two-way splitter: and attenuator. 0-60 
dB in 1 dB steps. 

Figure 3: Simultaneous sweep setup 
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In the real world... 
nobody boils the MC' Coaxial cable. 

Customers don't complain about its performance either. 
Not one. (And that's no B.S.) 

Maybe you've seen our competition boiling our cable. Or chopping it up. Or crushing it with a 2000-ton truck. Or 
doing something else outrageous with it. We agree, it makes a great demonstration. But it doesn't prove a thing 
about MC2 Coaxial Cable. Because these aren't real-world situations. 

In the real world, there's never been a challenge MC2 couldn't meet. In test after test, MC2 not only performed, it 
actually out-performed the competition. Just ask our satisfied customers. 

In the year since MC2 was introduced, we haven't had a single complaint. Because our product has lived up to our 
promises. When we promised superior flexibility, we delivered that flexibility. We patented a design of using air in-
stead of foam to deliver less attenuation. We promise you'll save money on installations, connections. labor and on 
the cable itself. Also, MC2 is extremely resistant to moisture ingress and migration because each cell is an 
hermetically sealed compartment. 

Honestly, we don't know of a single real-world test that MC2 couldn't handle. To prove it, we invite seriously in-
terested persons to tour our test facilities. Just call toll free 1-800-526-4385. No other cable outperforms MC2 in the 
environment that counts most....the real world. That's a promise. 

Not one complaint in one year. 
General 
%-abl! CATV 

See us at the Texas Show booth 240 DIVISION 

A Unit of The Penn Central Corporation 



Some people will do anything to get you to buy. 
Texscan will do anything to get you on line. 

We deliver performance, flexibili and the best pictures in 
town. OurCI end S stem tilizes the latest 
integrated circuit designs and a unique master clock that 
synthetically locks the carriers. 

Only t HE42000 Headend Systèm an offer: A package 
that wit accommo a e up o our processor or modulator 
channels in a single two unit high chassis. Modular design. 
A TCXO 8 MHz clock, accurate to within 4 hertz. A 50 
channel system in one 40 unit rack. Frequency agile RF/IF 
down converters for the entire VHF, mid band and UHF 
range. And, a competitive price. 

If you're impressed by what we say, wait until you see what 
we can do. 
CALL TODAY! Texscan Theta-Com 

2960 Grand Ave Texscan 
Phoenix, Arizona 
qi09) 52e0 -40M us at th 221. 

See 

CORPORATION 



Figure 4: Simultaneous sweep 
display 

1db 

2db 

Markers at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250 and 
300 MHz 

1) Set up the sweep generator in the CATV 
headend. Generally the sweeper can be in-
serted through a directional coupler (DC-8) 
ahead of the output test point. Establish , 
generator level 15 dB above the highest pic-
ture carrier. In cases where the sweeper can-
not provide enough output to satisfy this re-
quirement, it may be necessary to use a post-
amp or alternate sweep insertion technique. 
The sweep generator should be carefully 
handled at this point, as it can cause severe 
picture impairment if not properly set. 

2) Establish the output level in the con-
tinuous wave (CW) mode monitoring with sig-
nal level meter on the output test point. Then 
set up the sweeper for a 2 ms sweep rate and 
select a 5 to 20 second "rep rate." The sweep 
should cover the 40 to 500 MHz range. 

3) Observe a TV monitor in the headend and 
verify that the system interference is neg-
ligible. 

4) Set up the service vehicle with the equip-
ment as illustrated in Figure 3. 

5) Select channel 2 on the signal level meter 
and adjust the input attenuator until the meter 
indicates + 10 dBmV. This step should be 
repeated at each test point to obtain the 
proper input attenuator setting. 

6) The signal level meter video output jack 
can be connected to the "external trigger" on 
the oscilloscope. Select 50 MHz on the SLM. 
The oscilloscope should be set up for a 0.2 
msiiidivision "horizontal sweep" rate. The trig-
ger sensitivity can be adjusted so that the 
scope responds to each simultaneous sweep 
burst with a horizontal trace. Adjust the SLM if 
necessary to obtain a stable trigger. 

7) The oscilloscope vertical sensitivity can 
now be adjusted to give a full screen display. 
As with the broadband sweep. the oscil-
loscope controls should not be adjusted after 
the preliminary setup; instead the input at-
tenuator should be capable of handling the 
various test point levels encountered in the 
field. 

8) Multiple traces can be created on the 
scope screen by making use of the input at-
tenuator to give one or several dB separation 
for calibration purposes. 
The simultaneous sweep system consists of 

two basic units: a sweep generator located at 

Cable Length Checker... 
Easy-to-use, Accurate and Only $495 

Now available to the CATV/MATV industries exclusively from 
CWY Electronics...the Model 1500 cable length checker (time 
domain reflectometer) that helps you locate cable problems easily 
and accurately.. at an incredibly low cost. 
The Model 1500 can be used to locate opens and shorts in any 

cable with a constant velocity of propagation, including 50 ohm, 
75 ohm, and 93 ohm cable, and paired cable. 
And the real beauty of the Model 1500 is that it's so simple to use, 

requiring no special training. For example, the Model 1500 features a 
four-digit LCD display for the length of the coaxial cable from 5m (15') 
to 2,000m (6,500') and indicates whether the cable termination is open 
or short. The conversion switch on the front panel allows you to select 
readout in feet or meters, whichever best suits your requirements. 

Also, the Model 1500 features two digital switches that allow easy 
operation for the cable nominal velocity propagation setting from 0.01 
to 0.99.. .and rechargeable Ni-Cad batteries, AC adaptor, and 12-volt 
battery mean long life and reliable operation wherever you are. 

Look at the accuracy 
you can expect 
from the Model 1500: 

:••• ,22°C) 

Cable Length Model 1500 

10m (33') 
100m (328') 
200m (656') 
300m (984') 
400m (1312') 

10m (33') 
103m (338') 
200m (656') 
297m (974') 
396m (1299) 

Long Range (22°C) 

Cable Length Model 1500 

100m (328') 
500m (1640') 
1000m (3280') 
1500m (4920') 

102m (335') 
493m (1617) 
986m (3234') 
1507m (4943') 

For further information or application 
assistance regarding the Model 1500 
and other products available from 
CWY, write or call toll-free today. 

II 
the headend, and the sweep receiver, which 
includes a detector, a video filter (optional), a 
trigger source (signal level meter) and a stor-
age oscilloscope. A simultaneous sweep typi-
cally consists of a 2 ms burst sweeping from 40 
MHz to approximately 500 MHz. This burst is 
repeated at an interval of 5-20 seconds. The 
RF energy is present for 2 ms and is carried at 
+ 15 dB to +20 dB above the highest carrier 
on a CATV system to permit the sweep to be 
detected with the system in normal operation. 
During the 2 ms interval, the interference to 
each channel is approximately 100 micro-
seconds causing interference for 11/2 lines. 
This interference is generally not noticeable to 
an untrained observer. 

I
Not just supplies. Solutions. 

CWY 
CECISZIMIND 

I
P 0 Box 4519 Lafayette, IN 47903 
Call Toll Free 

1-800-428-7596 
Indiana 
I -800-382-7526 

• 

Low level sweep 
Procedure. The following equipment is 

needed: low level tracking sweep transmitter 
and receiver. 

1) Set up the tracking sweep transmitter in 
the CATV headend. Generally, the sweep can 
be inserted through a directional coupler 
ahead of the headend output test point. Estab-
lish the recommended sweep operational lev-
el referenced to the picture carriers. 

2) Observe a TV monitor in the headend and 
verify that the system interference from the 
sweep signal is negligible. 

3) Set up the tracking sweep receiver in the 
service vehicle. Check the headend output 
test point to confirm proper operation of the 
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COMMUNICATIONS 

Big Deal 
Cable System Security 

with Pico Traps and Super Traps. 
Peace of mind from Pico Products' 

Two Year Warranty. The convenience of having 
the trap you want in stock at Anixter Communications. 
Responsive to the needs of the cable industry, Pico 

Products, Inc. is the benchmark of excellence 
for cable security products. Quality, 

Warranty, Availability. 
That's a big deal. 

ANIXIEt ANIKIEI 
COMMUNICATIONS 

103 Commerce Blvd 
Liverpool, New York 13088 

1-800-822-7420 
In New York State Call (315) 451-7700 

CANADA 



tracking sweep transmitter and receiver 
combination. 
The low level system of sweeping uses a 

wideband sweep inserted at a low level rela-
tive to the picture carriers. Typically 30 to 40 
dB below pictures is sufficient to ensure that 
no visible interference will be observed in the 
picture during average program material and 
with typical noise present. 
The trick in using a low level sweep is recov-

ering the sweep. A broadband detector will 
show nothing except the demodulated picture 
carriers. Required is a sychronous nar-
rowband receiver that tracks the sweeping 
signal exactly. Even though there is picture 
information present. the low level sweep can 
be recovered intelligibly because at any given 
instant, the probability of the sweep and pic-
ture information being of the same frequency 
(other than picture and sound carriers) is very 
low. This function can best be handled with a 
spectrum analyzer. Synchronization is diffi-
cult. however, over the distances encountered 
in the normal CATV system from the headend 
to the field test points. A tracking generator 
normally associated with a spectrum analyzer 
would work and permit recovery of the signals, 
however, again the synchronization cannot be 
accomplished over the distance involved. 

Slow sweep 
Procedure: The following test equipment is 

required for this test: sweep generator capa-
ble of slow sweep; spectrum analyzer with 
storage display: oscilloscope camera: and 75 
I/ to 50 S2 minimum loss pad if the spectrum 
analyzer does not have a 75 t1 input. 

1) Set up the equipment as illustrated ir 
Figure 6. 

2) Temporarily connect the spectrum ana-
lyzer to the headend test point. 

3) Set the sweep generator output to the CW 
mode—adjust amplitude to be equal to o, 
slightly lower than the picture carrier level. 

4) Set the sweep generator for a wideband 
sweep (40-500 MHz) with a slow sweep speed 
of about 2 MHz/sec. At this rate, it should take 
250 seconds to cover the entire 40 to 500 MHz. 

5) Use the single sweep trigger or the power 
switch for "on" time. Arrange to have someone 
stationed at the headend to control the sweep 
generator during field test measurements. 

6) Set up the spectrum analyzer at a field 

Sync° Products Clean, 
Coat, and Protect Connectors 

Now available for the cable television 
industries exclusively from CWY Electronics 
...four top-quality chemical products from 
Synco Chemical Corporation, including: 

1. Fiber Optic/CATV Splice and 
Connector Gel A new and improved 
alternative to silicon grease for protecting 
splices, connectors, terminations, and 
closures from moisture, mild acids, dust 
and dirt. Splice and Connector Gel is 
totally waterproof and will not harden, drip, 
melt or separate. This fully dielectric 
compound meets or exceeds the require-
ments of MIL-S-8660B, Amend. 3, and is 
non-toxic and dermatologically safe. 
Comes in a convenient 3 oz. tube. 

2. Barrier Cote—A fortified version of 
Splice and Connector Gel that prevents 
oxidation and corrosion in a convenient 
non-flammable aerosol form. Use Barrier 
Cote to protect any kind of outside 
electronics or pedestal interior splices. 
Barrier Cote can be sprayed directly 
on whatever you need to protect. 

3. Cable Cleaner—In convenient non-
flammable aerosol form, designed to 
clean any kind of cable and to clean 
splice closures, termination blocks, 
panel boards, PC boards and other 
electronics. Cable Cleaner will not affect 
polymers used in cable construction. 

4. Electro Cote—A PTFE compounLi 
that coats cable to reduce insertion 
force loads and protect against moisture, 
corrosion and electrolytic galvanic 
action. Can be used on pin connectors, 
couplers, pin tap connectors, transmissive 
couplers, body thread on fiber optic 
CATV connectors, ceramic and metal 
Electro Cote comes in convenient non 
flammable aerosol can. 

CWY maintains a complete inventory of 
top-quality products for cable applications. 
For application assistance or further infor-
mation regarding these and other products 
from CWY, write or call toll-free today. 

Not just supplies. 
Solutions. 

CWY 
P.O. Box 4519 I' Lafayette, IN 47903 Call Toll Free: 

1-800-428-7596 
Indiana. 

1-800-382-7526 1 
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test point. Select 5 MHz/division and 0.3 MHz 
resolution and center the low-band channels 
as indicated in Figure 7. Put channel 2 on the 
second graticule from the left. 

7) Select the 2 dB/division mode and signal 
the headend to trigger a single sweep. 

8) Increase the persistence or use storage 
to hold the display as in Figure 7. 

9) As the low-band is completed, rapidly 
photograph the results and move to the high 
band, centering the channel 7 carrier on the 
first graticule from the left. 

10) Again, using 2 dB/division and storage 
results will be obtained similar to Figure 7. 

11) Additional channels in the mid-band and 
super-band can be handled in the same man 
ner. It is recommended that the 5 MHz/divisior 
be used as each band or group of channels is 
swept. 

This sweep test procedure when properly 
followed, is one of the most accurate sweep 
methods in existence. For CATV use, ampli-
tude resolution in the order of ± .25 dB is 
possible. While this is an interfering sweep, the 
ease with which the test can be set up is such 
that only one sweep is made at each test point 
causing an interference span of approximately 
one second. The headend sweeps can be 
performed with an out-of-service interval of 
approximately 10 seconds. Because of the 
extreme accuracy of this test technique, it is 
felt that the short customer inconvenience can 
be tolerated. This sweep procedure is only a 
test tool to evaluate performance and should 
not be considered for day-to-day maintenance 
and alignment. 

Noise response testing 
Procedure: The following equipment is 

needed: flat noise generator; spectrum analy-
zer with storage display: and 50 ohm to 75 ohm 
minimum loss pad if the spectrum analyzer 
does not have a 75 ohm input. 

1) Set up the equipment as illustrated in 
Figure 8. 

2) Temporarily connect the spectrum analy-
zer to the headend test point. 

3) Set the noise generator to be about 30 dB 
below the level of the video carriers in the 
system. 

4) Set up the spectrum analyzer at a field 
test point. Select 5 MHz/division. 300 kHz re-
solution, 100 Hz video filtering, and a scan rate 
of less than 0.5 sec/division. Put channel 2 on 
the first graticule from the left. 

5) Select 2 dB/division mode (or linear) and 
single trigger the spectrum analyzer. Photo-
graph this response. 

6) The remainder of the system spectrum 
can be -measured by changing the analyzer 
tuning to select other groups of channels. 

7) The full system bandwidth can be ac-
commodated by using different scan widths 
and a much slower scan rate. 

Note: There are two general precautions 
that must be observed when using noise on a 
system. First, noise represents a lot of power 
than can overload amplifiers at even moderate 
levels. Second, response measurements can 
be in error if the noise inserted is too low in 
level. The noise should be at least 10 dB above 
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the system noise at the longest amplifier 
cascade. 
A good flat noise generator can be thought 

of as a broadband signal generator instead of 
having an adjustable frequency output. how-
ever. the noise generator has a continuous 
output on all frequencies at once. 
We all recognize that a field strength meter 

and a manually tuned signal generator can be 
used to make a point plot of the frequency 
response. If a flat noise source is substituted 
for the signal generator, the need to con-
tinuously reset the generator is eliminated. A 
noise source and SLM is probably one of the 
easiest and least expensive ways to verify 
system response. 
A spectrum analyzer can be substituted for 

the SLM and the video filter used to filter the 
noise into a clean display, The spectrum 
analyzer permits a finer display than can be 
obtained with the point plot. 

In-service testing can be considered since 
the noise can be inserted at a low level (pro-
vided it is above the system noise). with only 
slight picture impairment during the duration 
of the test, 

Hints and precautions 
The following are general in nature and may 

apply to any of the foregoing procedures. 
1) The headend setup and vehicle setup 

should always be checked for flatness ac-
curacy before proceeding to the system test 
points. This can be accomplished by con-
necting the vehicle setup drop cable to the 
headend final test point. Match problems in 
the various splitters, detectors, attenuators, 
etc., used in the setups can affect the ac-
curacy at total test setup. These problems can 
usually be corrected by the use of better devi-
ces or the strategic placement of attenuator 
pads to improve marginal return loss. 

2) Block tilt established in the headend 
should carry through the system unaffected; 
therefore, systems with block tilt should be 
aligned flat, even though block tilt exists be-
tween the high- and low-band levels. 

3) In some instances, it may be necessary to 
either pre-equalize the sweep signal, or equal-
ize the input of the vehicle sweep receiver 
setup. These situations involve special spac-
ing between amplifiers of which a system op-
erator with special designs will be aware. 

4) In some cases the system automatic gain 
control (AGC) or automatic slope control 
(ASC) amplifiers may be affected by the 
sweep signal. If this problem is encountered it 
will be necessary to trap, band-stop, or blank 
the sweep signal around the pilot carrier(s) 
frequency. 

5) When monitoring a system test point that 
is a resitive nondirectional type. an erroneous 
indication can be created. This occurs when 
the test point location is followed by a passive 
device closer than several hundred feet of 
cable. The response will show amplitude 
ripple caused by the reflected signal from the 
less than perfect passive device, which is 
absorbed by the output match of the device 
located at the test point location. This situation 
can be eliminated by using the bridger ampli-

PRODUCT CWY 
rnkmf BULLEM 

>1M., 

Connector Cover Seals and 
Protects Splices—For Only $1.39 

CWY Electronics has developed a unique alternative to heat 
shrink and messy covers for connecting or splicing drop cable 
...the new CWY Model CC16 connector cover. 
This innovative rubber and PVC enclosure is designed to 

effectively seal drop cables against the elements, yet is easily 
reopened for servicing. The Model CC16 can be used for aerial 
and underground drop wire splices, or anywhere drop wire 
splices need to be protected from the environment. 
The Model CC16 is simple in design, consisting of a PVC 

body with rubber stoppers on each end. Drop cable is placed 
through each rubber cap; once the splice is made, the caps are 
simply pushed into the PVC body to form a secure seal. 
The Model CC16 is approximately 4" in length and 13/16" in 

diameter. It is designed to fit standard RG59 and RG6 cable. 

PVC COPY 

Wirlt GrtiP Ep4E5 

u›PER 
ero PPE R 

SECURE 
WEA1-1-IER- -1-144-r 

5EÀ1— 

CWY maintains a complete inventory of 
top quality products for cable applications. For 
further information or application assistance 
regarding this and other products available 
from CWY, write or call toll-free today. CWY 

mrmrTh 

Not just supplies. 
Solutions. Lafayette, IN 4/903 

1
 Call Toll Free. 1-800-428-7596 
Indiana: 

1-800-382-7526 

fier directional coupler, or by installing a di-
rectional coupler test point at the location. 

Performance objectives 
Good engineering practice results in a sys-

tem frequency response in dB of N/10 + 1 for 
the trunk line, where N is equal to the number 
of trunk line amplifiers in cascade. When the 
feeder system is included in the measurement 
it should be N/10 + 2, where N is equal to the 
total number of trunk amplifiers plus the dis-
tribution and line extender amplifiers in 
cascade. 
The FCC dictates that the frequency re-

sponse be no greater than ±- 2 dB across the 
video pass band (of any TV channel). Since 

the FCC requirement includes the headend 
equipment, it is suggested that the system be 
no more than ± 1 dB of the total ± 2 dB for any 
given channel. 

This portion of the "NCTA Recommended 
Practices for Measurements on Cable Tele-
vision Systems" is being reprinted courtesy of 
the National Cable Television Association. To 
order a complete copy of the "Recommended 
Practices," send $35 (NCTA members), $40 
(nonmembers) to: NCTA Recommended 
Practices, National Cable Television As-
sociation, 1724 Massachusetts Ave., N. W., 
Washington, D.C. 20036. 
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n the beginning... 
there was no Tech Almanac. 

And the purchase of parts 
and equipment created chaos 
within the Cable Kingdom. 

It was a time of clouded facts 
and difficult decision. 

Across the Land a cry was 
heard from engineers, purchasing 
agents and system operators. 

Then from the Mind of 
Communications Technology and 
the Power of the Mighty Computer 
came forth The 1985 Tech Almanac. 

And it was Good. 



For ordering information or further 
enlightenment call toll free 

1-800-325-0156. 
Or use the convenient order card on page 18. 
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TECHNOLOGY'S 
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Permanent-press, 
maintenance-free TVs 
By Tom Saylor 
Engineering Manager Caliec Cablevision 

The explosion in consumer electronics has 
buried the public in a blanket of fallout like that 
accompanying volcanic upheaval. John and 
Jane Doe, smothered with options affecting 
the solid-stateness of their lives, find one pro-
duct pick directly influences subsequent ones 
serving only to complicate matters. Buzz-
words like "compatible," "capable," "ready." 
"complete," "automatic" and "expandable" 
assume fresh connotations. Previously inde-
pendent units are now touted as partners in a 
system-oriented environment. With frightening 
frequency, however, these alledgedly harmo-
nious components assume the roles of the 
square peg and round hole. Such is the bit-
tersweet existence of the cable-ready 
television. 
What do the following have in common: 

maintenance-free batteries, self-cleaning 
ovens, no-wax floors, permanent-press fab-
rics, disposable butane lighters, disposable 
diapers, calculators, nuclear power plants, 
catalytic converters, cable-ready television 
sets? They are all products intended to solve 
problems. Each has gained acceptance (if not 
at least tolerance) by eliminating some un-
pleasantry or inconvenience. 

Nature, ever true to form, seeks its own 
balance; what is removed from one aspect is 
reinforced in another. The maintenance-free 
battery is simply engineered to hold more 
electrolyte than may be predictably lost during 
its life. Self-cleaning ovens are energy glut-
tons. No-wax floors do eventually warrant a 
wax job. Permanent-press clothes still wrinkle 
if not laundered attentively. Disposable items 
create mountains of refuse. Calculators en-
courage people to forget how to perform basic 
mathematical operations. You fill in the blanks 
with atomic energy and catalytic converters. 
And what of the cable-ready set? 
The cable industry has been engaged in a 

race against itself for the last decade or so. 
Twelve channels became 21; 220 MHz lept out 
to 300 MHz: 300 is stretched to 330: 330 is 
prodded to 350; 350 evolved into 400: 400 is 
tweaked to 440: 440 is left behind by 500. Now 
there's talk of 550, perhaps 600 MHz. Cable 
eventually may become rectangular as wave-
guide replaces coax on the poles. Seeking to 
deliver even more channels, the line-ware 
folks advance the art, solving problems in the 
process. Franchise requirements often can be 
met using a single cable of extended band-
width as opposed to the stopgap dual plant. 
Up-front costs and maintenance are pro-
portionally reduced. System support vendors 
keep the pace, with test equipment abreast or 
slightly ahead of the upper frequency limits. 
Black boxes are available to convert hyper-
band and beyond to the quintessential chan-

nels 2 or 3. And of course the consumer elec-
tronics industry stepped in to give us the cable 
equivalent of permanent-press. maintenance-
f ree TVs. 

Cable-ready sets—The solution 
There is little argument that cable-ready sets 

do solve problems. Cable television sparked 
the improvement of tuner technology. Now 
predominantly digitally synthesized, today's 
TV front-end exhibits better stability and per-
formance than its predecessor. Random ac-
cess channel selection, jumping from one end 
of the spectrum to the other in a single bound. 
is a key feature. Fewer moving parts contribute 
to overall realiability. Adjacent channel rejec-
tion has been, by necessity. taken seriously by 
designers. User-oriented features such as re-
mote volume and channel controls, baseband 
audio and video inputs, auto shut-off timers. 
integral RF source switching, multichannel 
sound decoders, and built-in FM tuners, are 
emphasized. Some manufacturers are offer-
ing sets that accept direct unmultiplexed RGB 
video. 
By and large, however, the biggest selling 

point of this new generation of televisions is 
their channel capability. An unprecedented 
number of channels can now be tuned. If the 
public was staggered by the possibilities of 82 
channels with the standard VHF and now par-
tially obsolete UHF, imagine the positive re-
sponse greeting this breed of cable-ready 
instruments. As well, the prospect of freedom 
from the unsightly, costly and inconvenient 
converter appealed to the consumer. Tele-
vision manufacturers realized this before the 
first unit hit the market. 
Jim Smart, an independent servicing tele-

vision dealer for the last decade. offers more 
than half a dozen different makes in his ef-
ficiently cramped Baltimore County shop. 
"Cable-ready is the way to go," Smart says 
with knowledgeable enthusiasm. "For the 50 to 
100 dollar price differential (over a set with a 
conventional tuner) you're buying a versatile 
item." Smart demonstrated several models, 
noting that the cable-capable tuners were of 
generally better design and quality. 
A veteran salesman of Luskin's. a long-time 

Baltimore area television retailer, has a similar 
opinion of the latest hardware. "I've been in 
this business 23 years." states Jerry Grun-
berg. "and I've seen a lot of changes and 
growth in the industry. I would recommend that 
a person (considering the purchase of a new 
television) definitely go with a cable-ready 
model, especially in this (cabled) area." Lus-
kin's has over 50 models from eight manu-
facturers on display. 

Prospective customers are told that they 
can eliminate the cable company's converter, 
and any rental charges, from their lives (which. 

in many cases, is true). And cable-ready sets 
are capable of good technical performance, 
often rivaling the converter itself. A statement 
of channel capability means different things to 
different manufacturers, however. In fact, 
each often has its own method of channel 
numbering or naming. Of the dozen or so sets 
informally investigated, channel maxima 
ranged from 105 in an Emerson and Hitachi, to 
a staggering 157 in a Zenith. Counts of 117 
(Sylvania and Toshiba), 125 (Sony), 127 
(RCA). 134 (JVC and MGA). and 136 or 142 
(both Sharp) were registered. This summation 
is not complete. as there are other vendor's 
products unrepresented. but the objective 
was to obtain a typical profile of the industry. 
How can there be that many channels? 

Many changes have occurred in CATV chan-
nel nomenclature; the venerable number/letter 
labels are being converted to a number-only 
system. The new convention indicates that 
channel 36 is the old W; 37 used to be AA. 
Jerrold's CATV Reference Guide RD-14 lists 
the old FM-1, 2 and 3 designations as chan-
nels 57, 58. 59. Familiar tags like A-2 and A-1 
become 60 and 61. Extending the logic past 
the guide's 400 MHz top-end, the channel 
following 53 (00) in spectral order is really 62, 
the old RR. This progresses out to ancient ZZ 
at 450-456 MHz. renamed 70. Continuing out 
from channel 71 to 120 (456-756 MHz), in-
frequently charted territory is entered. Even 
this line of reasoning is not universal among 
set manufacturers, however. 

Study of the channel conversion charts pro-
vided in many of the sets' operating manuals 
reveals varying standards. Some manu-
facturers have built a hedge against obsol-
escence by creating tuners that exceed the 
present-day cable system's upper frequency 
limits by a substantial amount. As an example, 
the Zenith set's UHF capability was re-applied 
to CATV by tuning up to the previously men-
tioned channel 120 at 750 MHz. Others have 
numbered channels according to individual 
preference: one set's A-1 is accessed on 
channel 73, another's via 99. still another's on 
69, yet another's on 00. Statements of total 
channel capacities also are relative. Some 
sets count UHF plus cable, others count cable 
only. Hopefully the future will bring standards 
accepted by both the cable and manu-
facturing industries. At present. however, it 
pays to review the operating instructions of 
each unit prior to purchase to gauge its true 
features: a rose is not always a rose by any 
other name. 

Cable-ready sets—The problem 
Thus the iceberg's uppermost extremity is 

revealed with the channelization quandary, 
implying that other vital concerns lie con-
cealed. Under these conditions. consumers, 
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'Hopefully the future 
will bring standards 
accepted by both the 
cable and 
manufacturing 
industries' 
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manufacturers and cable operators become 
antagonists. Despite the best intentions of 
each, a lack of standardization exists that 
exacts its toll in animosity and apathy. The 
vendor tells the salesman who tells the con-
sumer who tells the cable company who tells 
the consumer who tells the salesman who tells 
who knows who. This real life version of the 
information-distorting game -telephone" 
squares off the combatants in a match that 
should instead be rife with cooperation for the 
common good. 
What are some of the problems that cable-

ready sets create? "PR problems caused by 
confusion over converter requirements." cites 
Ron Cotten. vice president of engineering for 
Daniels & Associates. "People are being told 
by their television sales representatives that 
they do not need a converter with a cable-
ready set. This is not totally true as they still 
need a converter to descramble premium level 
services." This was the concern most often 
voiced by the cable operators interviewed. 
Consumers are ecstatic over the possibility of 
doing away with the cable's box, however. 
system channels secured by scrambling won't 
be received without the box. 
Tom Gorman, a 10-year cable veteran and 

chief technician for Comcast's Baltimore 
County system. voices a similar opinion. 
"These sets create problems when we're 
scrambling: the converter is still required. 
When they (subscribers) hear that, the stuff 
really hits the fan." Don Dworkin of NTY Cable 
adds more credence to the argument: -We're a 
300 MHz system with just our premiums 
scrambled, but the converter is still a necessity 
if the subscriber (with a cable-ready set) wants 
those pay channels." 
One suggestion is that loops for external 

signal processing devices become the norm 
rather than a feature of a few units. Some sets 
on the market now have this loop as standard 
equipment. allowing the insertion of de-
scramblers, videotex demodulators. tele-
caption decoders and similar devices in the 
tuner's signal path. This solves some prob-

lems, but cable equipment suppliers will have 
to develop specialized boxes for multichannel 
decoding to work in total harmony with the 
loops. 
Gorman's job takes him out into the field 

regularly to tackle tough problems and smooth 
subscriber's feathers. He mentioned another 
anomaly generated by cable-ready TVs. "I see 
too much direct pickup of strong locals be-
cause of poor shielding in some sets. It seems 
that manufacturers are emphasizing channel 
capacity and not giving RF shielding the atten-
tion it deserves." An old problem. perhaps. but 
it still crops up despite progress in other areas. 
An increasingly hostile RF environment will 
require positive changes. 
An additional concern is that not all CATV 

channelization plans are created equal. In-
crementally related carrier (IRC) and harmon-
ically related carrier (HRC) systems are out 
there. IRC doesn't present a big problem. Its 
main differences from standard are the shifting 
of channels 5 and 6 to new assignments at 
79.25 and 85.25 MHz, and the creation of 
channel 4 + at 73.25 MHz. Some sets are 
equipped to deal with this. The rub occurs if 
the cable system uses an HRC plan. These 
systems generate carriers locked to a master 
comb generator at 6 MHz intervals, beginning 
with channel 2 video at 54 MHz. The end result 
is HRC assignments being displaced by 1.25 
MHz from standard slots. This requires con-
verters designed expressly for HRC signal 
conversion. Cable-ready sets have, to some 
extent, met the challenge. 
Jim Smart gives one example: "Sony sent 

me some instructions on how to get into the 
tuner and widen the fine tuning window. This'll 
let you pull over to the HRC assignments if 
necessary." A Sharp set in Smart's showroom 
had a switch-activated HRC option. The author 
discovered a Quasar model with a three-
position switch allowing selection of IRC or 
HRC plans. as well as VHF UHF Other cable-
ready sets not providing modifications or tuner 
altering switches may be capable of being 
fine-tuned enough to center HRC signals. This 

possibility was not thoroughly investigated: 
suffice it to say that manufacturers are aware 
of the existence of nonstandard frequency 
assignments and some have answered the 
call in varying ways 

Preparing for the future 
What can be done to eliminate interface 

problems in the future? One obvious solution is 
cooperation between the cable and consumer 
electronics industries. By participating in joint 
committees, these separate but very inter-
dependent groups can reach universally ac-
ceptable standards. The NCTA is involved in 
discussions with the consumer electronics 
arm of the EPA. This engineering sub-
committee is under the stewardship of Walt 
Ciciora. Industry technique personnel inter-
ested in this committee's proceedings should 
either contact Ciciora through the NCTA or 
attend the bi-monthly engineering committee 
meetings sponsored by the NCTA in Wash-
ington. The effective representation of cable's 
interests at such forums depends on the direct 
participation of those being spoken for. 
Cable-compatible equipment could take 

new forms in the future. Some have described 
the ultimate cable-ready set as having a tuner 
limited to channels 2 or 3. In this fashion, the 
set manufacturer is taken out of the standards 
loop, placing the burdens of compatibility and 
consumer-oriented features back on the CATV 
industry. This shouldn't be the final step, how-
ever. Later generation systems may use digital 
modulation to deliver baseband audio and 
video to a subscriber's monitor. Still other 
transmission formats, as yet unimagined. may 
be devised. 
Whatever the blue-sky projections. cooper-

ation between all the players on the team is a 
fundamental tenet. Doing this will guarantee 
the success and satisfaction of manufacturer. 
operator and consumer. Solutions to problems 
can be purified and refined, generating fewer 
negative side effects. Cable should not be 
satisfied with the current versions of dis-
posable permanent-press standards. í ) 
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Audio/video 
relay panel 
Monroe Electronics Inc announced a new 

product for CATV headend switching. The 
Model 3000P-14 audio/video relay panel pro-
vides four independent audio follow relay 
switches controlled from four buffered control 
inputs. Control can originate from Monroe 
program timers, remote controls, or CATV cue 
tone receivers. 
Each relay switch will respond to a control 

closure or a transistor switch to ground, or a 
compatible logic level. The control inputs are 
buffered to eliminate high output current drive 
requirements of the controlling device. 
Housed in a standard rack-mountable 

3 5-inch x 19-inch panel, the 3000P-14 can be 
used for applications such as non-duplication 
switching. blackout switching or routing swit-
ching Other features of the unit include front 
panel status indicators that show active switch 
outputs, switches powered from an integral 
power supply, barrier strip terminals for bal-
anced audio connections -- BNC connectors 
for video or RF and internal pull-up resistors on 
control inputs for operation from contact clos-
ures or transistor switches. 

For complete specifications. contact Mon-
roe Electronics, 100 Housel Ave., Lyndonville. 
N Y 14098. (716) 765-2254. 

Macom Industries OEM Enterprises an-
nounced the addition of the HFS-2 and HFS-4. 
2-way and 4-way power dividers (splitters) for 
use with multi-receiver block converted sat-
ellite systems. The HFS-2 with 3.5 dB loss and 
HFS-4 with 6.5 dB loss, provide one power 
passive port for through powering of LNAs and 
down converters. 

In addition. Macom announced a new low-

Stereo for Videocipher 
Learning Industries has developed the 

FMT615C stereo generator for use in cable TV 
operations that incorporate the M/A-COM 
Linkabit Videocipher system for HBO. Cin-
emax. Showtime and/or TMC. The unit enables 
the cable operator to provide quality stereo 
sound and possesses user-friendly features, 
such as full output frequency agility, di-
rectional output coupler and a fully shielded 
interference-free enclosure. Design and low 
power consumption allow for three such 
modulators to occupy a minimal (1.75-inch H) 
space in a standard (19-inch W) headend 
rack. 

For further information. contact Learning In-
dustries, 180 McCormick Ave., Costa Mesa. 
Calif. 92626. (714) 979-4511. 

Cable stripper 
Hi-Rel Products introduced the Port-A-Strip, 

a rechargeable nickel cadmium unit for RG-59 
and RG-6 cable. 
The Port-A-Strip is the answer to signal leak-

age due to improper stripping, according to 
the firm. While stripping, it rounds and slightly 
chamfers the foil's edge over the dielectric, 
improving connector alignment and insertion. 
The Port-A-Strip can take up to 1.000 AC or 

DC charges and does approximately 300 
strips per charge, It has a blade made of 
hardened spring steel that lasts through ap-
proximately 8.000 strips. Its cover material is 
ABS. 

For more details, contact Hi-Rel Products. 
Executive Dr., Liverpool, N.Y. 13088, (315) 
451-0110. 

Power dividers and satellite amplifier 

71i/ •r•Spec;: 
HFS-4 

900 1500 MHz 
SPLITTER 

OUT LiT 

noise, in-line amplifier for 900-1.500 MHz sat-
ellite receivers. The Model LA-915 provides 20 
dB gain with a 3 dB noise figure and can be 
used to extend distances between the dish 
and receivers or overcome splitter loss when 
dividing signal for multiple receiver use. 

For more details, contact Macom Industries, 
8230 Haskell Ave., Van Nuys. Calif. 91406. 
(800) 421-6511 or (818) 786-1335. 

Character generator 
loe Mycro-Vision Ernie, a new low-cost 

character generator with genlock and system-
to-system communications features, recently 
was introduced by Mycro-Tek. Ernie has sev-
eral new capabilities for use as a titler or tele-
communications device. Its genlock allows 
characters to be superimposed over an exter-
nal video source. Genlock meets RS-170A 
broadcast specifications. as long as its input 
meets RS-170A. It provides horizontal phase 
adjustment ( -± 4 microseconds) and 360 de-
gree subcarrier phase adjustment. Ernie will 
lock to a VCR or video editing system. has key 
output for downstream keying and can oper-
ate as a stand-alone device, generating its 
own RS-170A composite video signal. 

Ernie includes a take key that lets the oper-
ator move video from a preview channel to the 
on-air channel, Combining the take key with 
genlock. the operator can add or delete the 
superimposed title without interrupting the 
main video signal. 

Ernie has other titler features such as crawl. 
roll, user-definable regions and margins, roll 
within regions. pause control and manual or 
automatic sequencing. It has eight character 
colors and eight background colors and the 
32K of RAM memory provides up to 250 pages 
of storage. The page memory is supported by 
a product-life battery. so information is not lost 
when the unit is turned off. 
Automatic sequencing features let Ernie 

perform as an information display device. The 
system also can be programmed to operate 
unattended as a "channel filler" for CATV or 
LPTV channels. 

All communication options can operate at 
either 300 or 1.200 baud. and Ernie has an 
advanced battery backup system (CMOS 
static RAM). 

For more information, contact Mycro-Tek. 
P.0 Box 47068. Wichita. Kan 67201. (316) 
945-5087. 

Supertrunk system 
Pirelli Optoelectronic Systems has entered 

the CATV market with a new fiberoptic super-
trunk system. 
The 1300 Series system will carry up to 30 

channels per fiber and over distances of 50 
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kilometers dependent upon system re-
quirements and configuration. The system util-
izes monomode fiber and laser technology 
giving it a life expectancy in excess of 20 
years. according to the firm. 

For more details. contact Pirelli Opto-
electronic Systems, 300 Research Pkwy., Me-
. riden, Conn. 06450, (203) 238-9665. 

Block downconverters 
and addressable tap 

Microdyne's C- and Ku-band block down-
coverters are now available without an at-
tached low-noise amplifier (LNA). They can be 
used with almost any LNA now on the market. 
The 1100 BDC-L downconverts the 3.7-4.2 

GHz or 10.95-12.7 GHz downlink signal to the 
270-770 MHz range. The BDC-L is completely 
weatherproof. and can be antenna-mounted 
with the LNA. or mounted separately in close 
proximity to the antenna. The BDC-L uses a 
temperature compensated SAW resonator for 
frequency stability in any environment, from 
-40° to + 70°C. 

In addition, Microdyne announced the se-
lection of Toner Cable Equipment Inc. of Hor-
sham. Pa.. to market its computer addressable 
tap systems. 
The tap system permits a system operator to 

individually control a subscriber's television 
programming via a master computer linked to 
an on-premise tap controller. Each system 
consists of a tap controller Model TC1, data 
power supply DPS1 and the tap itself. 
The software for the computer addressable 

tap system is a modification of the SMART'" 
software package written by Toner for the 
CATV market. 

For more information. contact Microdyne 
Corp.. P.O. Box 7213, Ocala, Fla. 32672. (904) 
687-4633 or (800) 523-5947: or Toner Cable. 
(800) 523-5947. 

Cable ties 
A new line of flame retardant cable ties was 

introduced by Panduit Corp.. Electrical Group. 
The ties, made of 6:6 nylon with a UL 94V-0 
flammability rating. are used where customers 
require improved flame retardation. 
Three cable tie sizes and one tie mount are 

available in the flame retardant nylon material. 
The cable ties are PLT1M (miniature). PLT2S 
(standard) and PLT4H (heavy cross-section). 
for maximum bundle diameters of .87-inch. 
1.88-inch and 4-inch. respectively. The tie 
mount is the TM3S8. Another mount. ABM2S, 
is offered in flame retardant polyester. 
The new cable ties have the same tensile 

strength as the ties made of natural 6,6 nylon. 
For further information. contact Panduit 

Corp.. 17301 Ridgeland. Ave.. Tinley Park, Ill. 
60477-0981. (312) 532-1800. 

An alternative to silicon grease is now avail-
able in gel and aerosol forms from CWY 
Electronics. 
The new product. manufactured by Synco" 

Chemical Corp.. is fiberopticiCATV splice and 
connector gel. and is designed to protect 
splices, connectors, terminations and clo-
sures from moisture, mild acids and dirt. 
Splice and connector gel is waterproof and will 
not harden, melt or separate. It is a fully di-
electric compound that meets or exceeds the 
requirements of MIL-S-8660B. Amend. 3. 

Also available from CWY is a fortified version 
of splice and connector gel called Barrier 
Cote. Barrier Cote sprayed directly on the 
equipment prevents oxidation and corrosion 
and may be used to protect any kind of outside 
electronics or pedestal interior splices. 
A cable length checker also is now available 

from CWY Electronics 
The Model 1500 cable length checker (time 

Digital audio 
Toshiba introduced D-CAT. a 7-pound. 

13-ounce digital cable audio terminal. It is a 
one-way. fully addressable product with digi-
tal signals that can be enciphered. reducing 
theft opportunities. Further. its digital signals 
are modulated for transmission over existing 
cable networks. s 
D-CAT has a frequency range of 88-120 

MHz making 26 digital channels available with 
quadrature phase shift key (QPSK) modu-
lation. It has a distortion of .01 percent. fre-
quency response of 20 20.000 Hz and 
power consumption of 15 watts. 
Each digital channel can carry one ultra high 

fidelity stereo signal or two super high fidelity 
stereo signals. providing a range of options. 

For more details. contact Toshiba America 
Inc.. 2900 MacArthur Blvd.. Northbrook. III. 
60062. (312) 564-5160 

Connector gel, time domain reflectometer 
domain refiectomeler) can be used to locate 
opens and shorts in any cable with a constant 
velocity of propagation. including 50. 75 and 
93 ohm cable and paired cable. The Model 
1500 is easy to use and requires no special 
training, according to the firm 

It features a four-digit display for the length 
of coaxial cable. from 5 to 2.000 meters, which 
indicates whether the cable termination is 
open or short A conversion switch on the front 
panel allows the user to select readout in feet 
or meters. Also, two digital switches on the 
front panel allow operation of the cable no-
minal velocity propagation setting from .01 to 
.99. 
The Model 1500 features rechargeable NI-

cad batteries. AC adaptor and can be 
powered by a 12-volt DC car battery. 

For further information. contact CWY Elec-
tronics. P.O. Box 55191. Lafayette. Ind. 47903. 
(800) 428-7596 
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Hints for evaluating splitters 
One ot the most overlooked components in CATV and SMATV sys-

tems is the splitter (see Figure 1) It should be well constructed. 
radiation free, work indoors or out. have excelled electrical specs, and 
be one of the lowest cost components in the system. The quality and 
long-term reliability become even more important when you realize that 
the splitter is a series link in the distribution system. Its failure has the 
same catastrophic result as that of the most expensive devices-- a 
degraded picture. 
The following visual inspection tips will allow you to assess the basic 

quality of your chosen splitter, make choices between competitive 
models, look for long-term reliability features. and sample inspect lots 
for consistency. Without electronic sweep and return loss measuring 
equipment, these inspection tips also will allow you to determine the 
overall electrical quality of your splitter. Likewise, the tests are valid for 
passives similar in design to the splitter family, such as indoor di-
rectional couplers. 

Connector material and alignment 
The majority of splitters and taps on the market today are made with 

zinc diecast metal housings in order to provide low cost while main-
taining acceptable quality. Always obtain a splitter whose threads on 
the connector ports have been machined over the diecast material 
rather than directly cast. The extra machining process will provide a 
high quality fit, ensuring long-term electrical and mechanical reliability. 
Determine the type you have by looking at the consistency of the thread 
at the molds' parting line on the port. Stainless steel housings are 
available, however, they are usually many times the cost of diecast and 
require the additional inspection of the seal between the separate brass 
connector and the case. 

Zinc diecast material should be soft enough to wrench tighten a 
connector an additional 90 degrees beyond hand tightening without 
stripping the brass on the connector. This test should be performed on 
each lot of splitters for consistency. 

After the seizing pin insulator is inserted, the top of the diecast port is 
staked (machine pressed) down to cover and hold the insulator in 
place. The edge should be inspected to be round, and not cracked on 
the inside circumference (see Figure 2). The insulator should be flush 
up against the staking point, not free to slide in its shaft. Movement side 
to side or up and down can cause poor contact with the cable center 
conductor. 

The seizing pin 
When looking into the splitter's connector port you can see the 

insulator hole for the cable's center conductor. Some connectors have 

a small hole that only fits RG-59: some have a large hole for RG-59 and 
RG-6 and some have a tapered hole so that the center pin is guided 
directly into the seizing pin. This last type is preferable and will prevent a 

bent center conductor from bending further and shorting upon 
installation. 

Another important area of inspection is the alignment of the seizing 
pin with the insulator hole. If this is offset slightly, it is possible the pin 
stamping was not consistent, the insulator mold was damaged, or 
insertion was poor. The result of using a splitter with any of these defects 
is that the cable center conductor can either bend the seizing pin and 
break it on the installation, or the cable can be making contact on the 
outside of the seizing pin causing potentially poor electrical contact 
over time. Both problems can cause system problems and costly 
service calls. 
The tension of the seizing pin should be checked. If the seizing pin 

contacts are weak, long-term bending or movement of the cable can 
cause discontinuity as well as higher signal loss of the lower frequen-
cies over time. A simple test of a two-way splitter is to insert a wire the 
size of an RG-59 center conductor into the splitter and hang it vertically. 
If you have a good quality spring contact the splitter should not fall from 
the wire. A shipment of splitters can be tested this way through the 
plastic bag, on a small percentage of the lot. 

The cover 
Most high quality splitters have a weather-tight epoxy seal over the 

edges. where the cover meets the case. This epoxy should uniformly 
cover and seal all edges. Remove the cover of one splitter for inspection 
by hammering a screw driver through the center of the cover plate and 
bending carefully. The epoxy should not have seeped under the splitter 
cover, or between the cover edge and case. Seepage indicates poor 
cover fit and usually will result in an unacceptable level of signal 
radiation. 
The thicker the cover material the tighter the fit will be initially, and 

over time. Thicker cover material also results in a lower level of signal 
radiation due to a more consistent electrical contact on all edges. 
The contact of the cover against the case is the most critical area in 

preventing unwanted signal radiation. The most popular type of two, 
three, four-way horizontal port splitters all have a cover plate installed 
after the hybrid elements of the splitter are soldered in. The methods of 
cover plate installation fall into four main categories: 

1) Plate pushed onto splitter ledge and epoxied—This will usually 
produce about 60-70 dB shielding. Sometimes the cover plate does not 
make electrical contact with the case if epoxy seeps through the seal. 
Check this with a simple continuity checker, or ohmmeter. This shield-
ing method is not always suitable for splitters used on cable and SMATV 
systems using mid-bands. 

2) Pressure pressed plate with notched diecast section holding down 
cover—By notching the case over the cover before epoxy is applied 
one ensures electrical contact over the life of the splitter and prevents 
the epoxy, which might have expanded during drying, from raising the 
cover to a point of electrical discontinuity. This method produces 
shielding of 70-80 dB and is suitable for cable systems. The inside 
edges of the cases are frequently angled outward allowing the non-
staked splitter's cover to rise during the vibration of shipping. 

3) Edge notched cases—Some splitters have cast ridges on the 
inside edge of the case. When the cover is pressed in, these ridges 
(every .1 inch) cut into the cover ensuring electrical contact. This 
produces shielding over 100 dB. Severe vibration can raise the cover 
reducing shielding slightly. 

4) Double thick cover, pressed and staked case—The final type uses 
a double thick cover with specially serrated edges press-fit into a 
specially angled case. and then held down by four 1/4 -inch fold over 
points. This method also provides over 100 dB shielding and the added 
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protection of the bent tabs ensuring constant downward pressure on 
the cover. The third and fourth types of cover plate installation should be 
used for cable and SMATV systems where shielding reliability is 
required. 
Remember, in all types, the epoxy should be applied after the cover is 

pressed on. To determine the cover method being used. scrape off the 
epoxy and remove the cover. Epoxy seepage on the shelf of the splitter 
under the cover can indicate a poor radiation seal. 
The previously mentioned sealing and radiation levels apply to the 

traditional, and most popular horizontal port splitters. There are other 
types of horizontal and vertical port devices (of limited usage) that have 
a different sealing method and would require a more in-depth dis-
cussion to fully explain. Here, we have so far discussed physical 
features of the splitter: by inspecting its inner elements, some of the 
general electrical features can be checked. 

Types and workmanship 
There are two frequency ranges of splitters available: UHF/VHF 

(5-900 MHz) and VHF only (5-500 MHz). Cable and SMATV systems 
should use the VHF only type in that it provides a higher port-to-port 
isolation, and a greater return loss match (see Figure 3). Both of these 
specifications reduce the possibility of interference and ghosting. 
The UHF/VHF splitter usually is a cheaper design, using a two-bead 

circuit rather than a larger single. multi-winding transformer (VHF type). 
Inspection reveals the type you have by the number of blackish gray 
ferrite cores present. The single core type provides better speci-
fications and is worth a few extra cents. Be careful to check this, 
because many so-called cable quality splitters are actually lower cost 
UHF/VHF type devices with a 5-500 MHz printed label. It also should be 
noted that the larger cores usually have a higher resistance to satu-
ration from 60 Hz hum induced into distribution systems by poor 
grounding. 
When inspecting the splitter check for loose parts or cuttings. good 

solder connections, and elements not pressed against the case. The 
core windings should be tight to provide a good flat electrical response, 
but not so tight that the wire enamel is scraped off, shorting the winding 
to the core. This consistent winding becomes more critical with three-
and four-way splitters in providing equal characteristics to all ports. 
Most high quality two-way splitters have a balancing resistor between 
output ports. This will usually be bent or coiled slightly to produce a flat 
return loss and isolation over the entire frequency range. It should not 
be construed as a poorly installed component. 

After a brief examination of the areas discussed, you will be able to 
quickly choose or inspect your passive devices and improve your 
overall system reliability. 

Michael Holland 
Vice President, Macom Industries 

Look What You 
Get For Under 

$3000. 
Everything you need in a character 

generator. Pius non-volatile page storage 
...portability...and a "product life bat-
tery" 
Think about that — 120 pages of mem-

ory that's almost impossible to lose. Even 
if the power goes off. The battery back-
up is built-in...not added-on. 

If you want or need portability — My-
croVisionTM MAX gives it to you. Move it 
to another room, even take it to another 
location — you won't lose a word. And at 
20 pounds it's as easy to move as it is to 
operate. 

In the "high resolution" debate there's 
no question who has the last word — MAX 
at 70 nanoseconds. Compare that to 100 
and 120 for our competitors. 
MAX does it all...and then some: 8 col-

ors...4 text style displays...graphics...4 
user definable regions.. weather station 
interface...stock and news wire posts... 
plus...plus...plus...and it's under $3000. 

If you want the most for your money 
— put your money on MAX! It's one mag-
nificent machine. 

Mycro-Tek 
PO. Box 47068 / Wichita, Kansas 67201 

Toll Free (800) 835-2055 

Mycro-VisionTM MAX 
Another Magnificent Machine from Mycro-Tek. 
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Also named was Hal Kris-
bergh. vice president and general 
manager of the Jerrold Sub-
scriber Systems Division whose 
responsibilities have expanded to 
include Administration and Far 
East Group Operations. Kris-
bergh has been with GI since 
1981. He came to General In-
strument from W.R. Grace where 
he served in various senior man-
agement positions. Contact: 2200 
Byberry Rd . Hatboro. Pa. 19040. 
(215) 674-4800. 

Flaherty 

General Instrument Corp. ha-, 
¡mace ivro execute reassigr 
ments within its Broaclhann 
Communications Group William 
Flaherty has been prornotec t. 
executive vice president o' 
TOCOM. Most recently. Flahertry 
served as vice president ano 
general manager of Administra 
tion and Far East Group Opera 
tions. Before joining G. he 
president and general manager 
of the Dexter Lock Division of Ky 
sor Industrial Corp Hooper 

Harry Hooper has been ap-
pointed vice president of market-
ing and sales for General In-
strument Corp.'s Toronto-based 
Satellite Systems Division. He was 
previously employed by General 
Electric Co. for more than eight 
years in their Information Services 
Division. Most recently, he was 
responsible for marketing and 
sales efforts in the Management 
Services groups of the division. 
Contact: 70 VVingold Ave., Toron-
to, Ontario M6B 1P5, (416) 
789-7831. 

Laurence Harris, former presi-
dent and chief operating officer of 
Metromedia Telecommunica-
tions, has been named president 
and chief executive officer of 
CRICO Communications Corp.. 
a newly formed telecommunica-
tions affiliate of CRI Inc. Prior to 
joining Metromedia, he was Mass 
Media Bureau chief of the Federal 
Communications Commission 
Before that, he served as vice 
president for regulatory and car-
rier relations of MCI Communi-

cations Corp. Contact: One Cen-
tral Plaza. 11300 Rockville Pike, 
Rockville. Md. 20852. (301) 
468-9200 

Oak Industries Inc. has named 
E.L.McNeely as interim chief ex-
ecutive, filling in for recently re-
tired Chairman Everitt Carter, who 
had been with Oak for 25 years. 
McNeely was formerly chairman 
of Wickes Cos. Carter will remain 
with Oak for an unspecified 
amount of time as chairman emer-
itus. Contact: 16935 W. Bernardo 
Dr., Rancho Bernardo, Calif. 
92127, (619) 485-9300. 

Scientific-Atlanta Inc. has 
named David Eggers a vice 
president of the company. He had 
been general counsel and sec-
retary of the company since join-
ing it in 1978. 
Scientific-Atlanta Inc. an-

nounced the appointment of Ba-
sil Kehoe as national sales man-
ager for the Broadband Commun-
ications Group. Kehoe joined S-A 
in 1979 and has been promoted to 

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 
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Kehoe 

national sales manager from his 
position as regional sales man-
ager. Contact: 1 Technology 
Pkwy., Box 105600, Atlanta, Ga. 
30348, (404) 441-4000. 

John Dieckman has joined 
Burnup & Sims Cable Products 
Group as national director of 
turnkey marketing. Most recently 
he was vice president of sales, for 
both construction and cable pro-
ducts for AM Cable. In his new 
capacity, Dieckman will be in-

volved with three of the com-
pany's divisions: Capscan Cable, 
Lectro Power Supplies and Cable 
Com Construction. Contact: P.O. 
Box 36, Adelphia, N.J. 07710, 
(201) 462-8700. 

Jadz Janucik has been named 
vice president of association aff-
airs and Barbara York has been 
named vice president of industry 
affairs al the National Cable 
Television Association. Janucik 
has been director of membership 
services at NCTA since October 
1980. She joined the association 
in January 1977. Prior to that she 
was an administrative assistant at 
the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation. 

York was vice president of ad-
ministration at the association 
from September 1981 until Au-
gust 1984. Previously, she was 
director of internal operations/ 
media relations for the Grocery 
Manufacturers of America Inc. 
Contact: 1724 Massachusetts 
Ave. NW., Washington, D.C. 
20036, (202) 775-3629. 

Regency Cable Products, a 
subsidiary of Regency Electron-
ics Inc., has announced the ap-
pointment of William Robinson 
to the position of southeastern 
sales manager. Robinson, a 
20-year veteran of the cable in-
dustry, was formerly employed at 
Jerrold Electronics as south-
eastern regional engineer. He 
later formed his own cable system 
in Georgia, which he operated 
from 1978 to 1983. Contact: 4 Ad-
ler Dr., East Syracuse, N.Y. 
13057, (315) 437-4405. 

Robinson 

David Erikson, former general 
sales manager of BLH Electron-
ics, has joined M/A-COM MAC as 
the manager of customer service. 
Erikson will be responsible for 
overseeing the operations of 
MAC's Customer Service Group, 
Product Support Administration, 
the West Coast Service Center 
and the Burlington-based repair 
facility. Contact: 63 Third Ave., 
Burlington, Mass. 01803, (617) 
272-3100. 

The appointments of Thomas 
Green and Joseph Saucier as 
sales representatives for the 
Cable Television Division of 
Times Fiber Communications 
Inc. was announced recently. 
Prior to joining TFC, Green was 
program manager for marketing 
and development training pro-
grams at Essex Corp., San Diego. 
Saucier has been with Hitchiner 
Mfg., Milford, N.H., in the capacity 
of line manager. Contact: 358 Hall 
Ave., P.O. Box 384, Wallingford, 
Conn. 06492, (203) 265-8500. 

YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
CONTRACTOR 

We prov ide ou with the following services: 

Home Office 
P.O. Box 760 
Reidsville, Ga 30453 

• Underground and aerial construction 
either on a turnkey or labor basis 
• Strand mapping and design services 
• Meter balance and sweep system 
• Head-end and earth station installation 

Dedicated to Qualit and Performance 

e  
cr I-

stitucl` 
See us at the Texas Show booth # 404. 

Established 1972 (912) 557-4751 
Watts 1-800-841-4361 
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What is 3.579545 MHz? 
By Michael Jeffers 
vice President. Engineering. Advanced Development 
Broadband Group, General Instrument Corp 

When the Federal Communications Com-
mission authorized color television, it required 
that color television transmission coexist with 
the established black and white television 
service. The broadcast specification for the 
aural carrier frequency in a black and white 
transmission system was 4.5 MHz ± 5 kHz 
above the visual carrier. Because of the mil-
lions of existing black and white television sets 
in the field, the FCC did not want to change the 
aural carrier frequency. 
The color television system, in order to pre-

vent interference to the luminance component 
from the color information, required that the 
color subcarrier and its sidebands fall be-
tween multiple sidebands of the luminance 
component. The frequencies of these lu-
minance sidebands are at integer multiples of 
the horizontal line rate—for black and white 
television 15,750 Hz. Tests showed that best 
overall performance was achieved when the 
color information was carried at the highest 
frequency of the video passband. This deter-
mined that the color subcarrier frequency 

should be approximately 3.6 MHz above the 
visual carrier. 
The choice was made to place the color 

subcarrier at a frequency halfway between the 
227th and 228th sidebands of the luminance 
information. It is a basic fact of television that 
distortion is less visibly apparent when the 
frequency interference is halfway between 
frequencies of the sideband components of 
the desired signal. 

Determining the frequency 
To determine precisely the color subcarrier 

frequency for optimum system performance 
the following equations were used. If 15,750 
Hz were to continue as the line rate, the color 
subcarrier would be: 

15,750 Hz x 227.5 = 3.583125 MHz 

However, the intermodulation distortion beat 
between the color subcarrier and the aural 
subcarrier would be: 

4.500 MHz - 3.583125 MHz = .916875 MHz 
(916.875 kHz) 

This beat would fall in the luminance band near 
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the 58th multiple of the line rate rather than 
halfway between the 58th and the 59th side-
bands and would result in visible distortion. 

Therefore, the color subcarrier was re-
calculated to give a higher quality system by 
minimizing the effects of this color/aural carrier 
difference beat. To accomplish this, a modi-
fied line rate was determined by the following 
equations: 

Color carrier = new line rate x 227.5 
Aural/color subcarrier beat = new line rate x 

58.5 
Aural subcarrier - color subcarrier = aural/ 

color carrier beat 
4.5 MHz - (new line rate x 227.5) = new line 

rate x 58.5 

Solving for the new line rate: 
4.5 MHz = new line rate (227.5 + 58.5) 

4.5 MHz 
New line rate =  

286 

= .0157342657 MHz 

New line rate = 15.7342657 kHz 

Now that the new line rate is established, we 
can derive the color subcarrier. 

Color subcarrier = 0157342657 MHz x 
227.5 = 3.579545 MHz 

To check the beat interference: 
4.5 MHz - 3.579545 MHz = 920455 MHz or 
920.455 kHz 

To determine if this rate causes the beat to fall 
between sidebands of the luminance carrier: 

15734.27 Hz 
 525  - 58.5 

which is the proper multiple 

To determine vertical rate for a 525 line picture: 

920.455 kHz 

15 73424 kHz 
- 29.97 Hz (frame rate) 

29.97 Hz x 2 = 59.94 Hz (field rate) 

When the FCC established final speci-
fications for the National Television System 
Committee (NTSC) color system, it also tight-
ened the aural carrier tolerance to 4.5 MHz ± 1 
kHz above the visual carrier. This was to en-
sure optimum performance by accurately con-
trolling the absolute frequency of the 920 kHz 
beat to ± 1 kHz. The color subcarrier fre-
quency tolerance can easily be held to less 
than ± 50 Hz. 
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Who says techs 
don't need to know 

what's going on? 
All you need is a spec sheet, right? Manage-

ment doesn't want you to know what stereo 
TV will do to your budgets . . . or what high 

definition TV will do to analog systems . . . or 

anything much more than which knob to 
tweak . . . right? 

Well, now for a limited time, you can get 
even and save 30% too! SCTE members are 
entitled to a special 30% off savings for a one 
year subscription to the decision-makers' 

weekly newspaper — Here's the place to find, 

every week, what's going on beyond the 

boundaries of your system that might have you 
reacting next year . . . 

Get out in front, after all, you need to 

know how to make all their big ideas work. 

Subscribe today . . . and get ahead. 

Akirti41-ier 

30% off off 

for SCIE members. 

Tear out at dotted line, fill out and send today to: Multichannel News, P.O. Box 1124, Dover, N.J. 07801 

or call Richard Rhinehart at 1-800-525-2070. 

Yes 
I want to fine-tune my knowledge of the ever-changing multichannel industries. 
Please send me Multichannel News for one year (51 issues) at the special 
"SCTE Member Rate" of $19.25 — a savings of 30% off the regular rate of 
$27.50. All questions on this form must be answered to quality for the special 
members rate (all others: $27.50/year). 

Name 

Company Name 

Address   

City State Zip 

Renewals please attach copy of old label Otter expires December 31, 1985 

BUSINESS CLASSIFICATION 

1 What .5 your title' 
(Please be Speak) 

2 Please check the category that best descrIbes your fIrrn's pornary 
business (please check only one) 

Cable TV Systems Operations 
a Independent Cable TV System 
b MS0 (Two or more Cable TV Systems) 

2 Cable TV Contractor 
3 Cable TV Program Network 
4 SMATV or DBS Operator 
5 MIDS. STV. or LPTV Operator 

6 MIcrowave or Telephone Company 
7 CommercIal Television Broadcaster 

8 Cable TV Component Manufacturer 

9 Cable TV Investor 
10 Flnanclal Insfitution. Broker or Consultant 
11 Law FIrm or Government Agency 

12 Program Producer or Distributor 

13 Advertising Agency 
14 Educatlonal TV Station. School or bbrary 

15 Other 
(Please describe) 

SIGNATURE DATE 
CT 2 85 
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February 
Feb. 4-6: American Federation 
of Information Processing Soci-
eties Inc. annual Office Automa-
tion Conference, OAC '85. Geor-
gia World Congress Center. At-
lanta. Contact Helen Mugnier, 
(703) 620-8926 or (800) OAC-
1985. 
Feb. 5-6: Arizona Cable Tele-
vision Association annual con-
vention, Hilton Hotel, Phoenix 
Contact ACTA, (602) 257-9338 
Feb. 6-8: Magnavox CATV train-
ing seminar, San Jose, Caif. Con-
tact Laurie Mancini, (800) 
448-5171; in New York, (800) 
522-7464 
Feb. 11-13: Magnavox CATV 
training seminar. San Jose, Calif 
Contact Laurie Mancini, (800) 
448-5171; in New York, (800) 
522-7464. 
Feb. 14-March 2: American 
Federation of Information Pro-
cessing Societies international 
shipboard computer exposition, 
Tokyo to Singapore. Contact Ann-
Marie Bartels, (703) 620-8926. 
Feb. 20: SCTE Delaware Valley 

Chapter meeting on system de-
sign, George Washington Motor 
Lodge, Willow Grove, Pa. Contact 
Bruce Furman, (215) 657-4690: or 
John Kurpinski, (717) 323-8518. 
Feb. 26-28: Baer Enterprises' 
CATV technical training seminar. 
Harley Hotel, Atlanta Airport. At-
lanta. Contact Howard Plattner, 
(7 0 3) 8 2 3-6 5 2 2 or (8 0 0) 
321-2323 
Feb. 28-March 1: Washington 
Program of the Annenberg 
Schools seminar. The Cauie 
Telco Interface." Contact Yvonne 
Zecca. (202) 484-2663. 

March 
March 4-6: Society of Cable 
Television Engineers annual 
convention, Cable-Tec Expo '85, 
Sheraton Washington Hotel, 
Washington. D.C. Contact (215) 
692-7870 
March 6-8: Arkansas Cable 
Television Association annual 
convention, the ArkanShow 1985. 
Statehouse Convention Center, 
Little Rock. Contact (501) 
374-3892. 

IMP 

Featuring: 

• High Output 65 dB 

• IF Hetrodyne Processing 

• Harmonics Down 60 dB 

• Low Distortion 

And of course, an extremely 
attractive price 

MACOM INDUSTRIES/OEM ENTERPRISES 
8230 Haskell Avenue Van Nuys CA 91406 • (8181 788.1340 

A Subsidiary of Pico Products 

March 1 1 -12: Waters Infor-
mation Services Inc. conference 
on stereo television. Hyatt 
Islandia Hotel, San Diego. Con-
tact, Dennis Waters or Merrill Ol-
iver, (607) 770-1945 
March 12-13: The Yankee Group 
seminar on "Data Communica-
tions in the Factory," Chicago. 
Contact (617) 542-0100. 
March 13: QV Publishing sem-
inar on "Two-Way Tomorrow: 
Planning Today for Tomorrow's 
Services." The Yale Club. New 
York. Contact Barbara Freundlich, 
(914) 472-7060. 
March 13-15: Magnavox CATV 
training seminar. San Antonio. 
Texas. Contact Laurie Mancini, 
(800) 448-5171; in New York. 
(800) 522-7464. 
March 15-16: SCTE South-
Central Chapter first official 
meeting. NBC Annex Building, 
San Antonio, Texas. Contact Larry 
Flaherty, (512) 648-4903. 
March 18-20: Magnavox CATV 
training seminar. San Antonic 
Texas. Contact Laurie Mancin 
(800) 448-5171: in New York 
(800) 522-7464 
March 19-21: C-COR Electron-
ics technical seminar, Columbus, 
Ohio. Contact Debra Cree, (814) 
238-2461 or (800) 233-2267. 

April 
April 9-11: Canadian Cable 
Television Association annual 
convention, CABLEXPO,' Toron-
to Metro Convention Center. Con-
tact Christiane Thompson. (613) 
232-2631. 
April 10-12: Magnavox CATV 
training seminar. Denver. Contact 
Laurie Mancini, (800) 448-5171: 
in New York, (800) 522-7464. 
April 16-18: Magnavox CATV 
training seminar. Denver. Contact 
Laurie Mancini, (800) 448-5171; 
in New York, (800) 522-7464. 

May 
May 1-3: Magnavox CATV train 
ing seminar, St. Paul. Minn. Con 
tact Laurie Mancini, (800) 
448-5171; in New York, (800) 
522-7464. 
May 6-8: Magnavox CATV train-
ing seminar, St. Paul. Minn. Con-
tact Laurie Mancini, (800) 
448-5171; in New York, (800) 
522-7464. 
May 21-23: C-COR Electronics 
technical seminar, Dallas. Con-
tact Debra Cree, (814) 238-2461. 

Planning ahead 
March 4-6: Society of Cable 
Te . sion Engineers annual 
convention, Cable-Tec Expo 
'85, Sheraton Washington 
Hotel, Washington, D.C. 
April 9-11: Canadian Cable 
Television Association an-
nual convention. "CABLE-
XPO." Toronto Metro Con-
vention Center. 
June 2-5: National Cable 
Television Association an-
nual convention, Las Vegas 
(Nev.) Convention Center 
June 17-19: Community An-
tenna Television Asso-
ciation, CCOS '85. The Opry-
land Hotel, Nashville, Tenn. 
Aug. 25-27: Annual conven-
tion of the Southern Cable 
Television Association, the 
Eastern Show, Congress 
World Center, Atlanta. 
Sept. 18-20: Atlantic Show, 
Atlantic City, N.J. 

June 
June 2-5: National Cable Tele-
vision Association annual con-
vention. Las Vegas (Nev.) Con-
vention Center. Contact (202) 
775-3629. 
June 16-18: New York State 
Cable Commission annual 
"Northeast Cable Television 
Technical Seminar," Lake 
George, N.Y. Contact Bob Levy, 
(518) 474-1324. SCTE endorsed. 
June 17-19: Community Anten-
na Television Association an-
nual convention. CCOS '85. The 
Opryland Hotel. Nashville, Tenn. 
Contact Ruth Williams, (703) 
823-6522. 
June 24-26: Online Confer-
ences' Videotex '85 conference 
and exhibition, New York Hilton. 
Contact Online, (212) 279-8890. 

July 
July 9-11: Online Conferences 
Inc. satellite and cable TV confer-
ence, "The Cable '85 Exhibition," 
the BrightonMetropole, U.K. Con-
tact (212) 279-8890. 
July 10-12: Magnavox CATV 
training seminar, Detroit. Contact 
Laurie Mancini. (800) 448-5171; 
in New York, (800) 522-7464. 
July 23-25: C-COR Electronics 
technical seminar. Boston. Con-
tact Deb Cree. (814) 238-2461 or 
(800) 233-2267. 
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What you could bE doing 
whilE AutobitE chEcks 
your systEm. 

Autobite is a cost-effective 
automatic built-in test equip-
ment system that reduces 
preventive maintenance 
costs, leads to better system 
performance, and frees tech-
nical personnel from repetitive 
tasks. 
The Autobite system was 

specifically developed for CATV 
testing—to help you catch 
problems before they become 
serious. It automatically dials 
remote signal level meters 
and scans up to 70 channels 
[140 carriers]. 

Everything is under control 
of your program, including pre-
and post-test signal level 
meter calibration. Amplitudes 
and hum levels are compared 
to your references. You can 
even specify different testing 
procedures for each site. 

Autobite prints out com-
plete test reports, or lust the 
values that are out of toler-
ance. You can also select high-
resolution graphics printout in 
either spectrum or normalized 
format with auto-ranged fre-
quency and amplitude. 

Autobite comes with 
everything you need to 
start testing—computer, 
printer, programmable signal 
level meter[s], and auto-
dial modem. 
The sooner you have Auto-

bite up and running, the 
sooner you can be taking it 
easy. So call Toll Free 
8001-622-5515 today, or 
write VVavetek Indiana, Inc., 
5808 Churchman, P.O. Box 
190, Beech Grove, IN 46107; 
TVVX 810-687-6038; 
Ph. [317] 788-5965. 
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Embarassment 
or opportunity? 
By Bob Luff 

,.oring United Artists Cablesystems Corp 

The FCC has issued new signal leakage 
rules to the CATV industry. This time it is no 
April Fool.' On Nov. 9, the commission re-
leased its "feared" Second Report and Order 
in the signal leakage proceeding -- Docket 
21006. 
Why do these new rules require tougher 

documented leak patrolling of 100 percent of 
our systems, four times a year? Why do they 
require that a Cumulative Leak Index (CLI) be 
measured and maintained annually for FCC 
inspection? Why do these new rules forbid 
extensive plant expansions or .activation of 
new (aeronautical) mid-band channels unless 
the system has a passing CLI? And, why does 
the Second Report and Order require that all 
cable systems offset within five years to spe-
cial frequencies in the aeronautical band 
allocations? 

An industry embarrassment 
The reason for the Second Report and Order 

should be an embarrassment to all of us. The 
FCC was forced to release its tougher second 
set of signal leakage rules (despite the best 
efforts of NCTA and many dedicated cable 
operators and engineers) because the CATV 
industry by-and-large continues to ignore the 
"honor system" provisions of the First Report 
and Order. 

Let's briefly review the events that led to our 
predicament. There remains a significant 
number of cable operators that have con-
tinued to ignore the important requirements of 
the signal leakage First Report and Order. Of 
course signal leakage programs cost money. 
But instead of facing up to the responsibilities, 
or seeking appropriate waivers or extended 
compliance plans, much of the industry tried to 
ignore the rules and their growing leakage 
problems. Even though the commission's atti-
tude became increasingly harsh and more 
than $200,000 in fines were assessed for indi-
vidual noncompliance, the industry resisted 
full and willing compliance. We tried to hide 
behind the skirt of "there have been no actual 
CATV cases of life threatening interference to 
safety-of-life services." 
Now we must stop hiding and face today's 

reality. Is your system doing what it should to 
improve its signal leakage performance? Do 
you really think that your system leaks have no 
chance of causing interference to safety-of-life 
radio service? Cable systems are not as leak 
free as they should be and we must address 
the situation before our hundreds of thousands 
of miles of maturing plants with millions of 
connectors create an out-of-control problem, 
solvable only by abandonment of significant 

CAN spectrum. 
The commission's Second Report and 

Order states that the ongoing inspection pro-
gram of its Field Operations Bureau indicates 
numerous systems in violation of leakage le-
vels, notification requirements and required 
offsets. The commission concluded that much 
of the industry has been "lax in their respon-
sibilities." Accordingly, it stated that "the re-
cord supports strengthening, not relaxing, the 
present requirements, especially considering 
the potential for aviation disaster." The com-
mission further stated that "based on the re-
cord at this time, we are unable to conclude 
that cable operators can be relied upon to 
maintain their systems sufficiently free from 
signal leakage as not to create risks of harmful 
interference in the aeronautical radio fre-
quency bands." 

Past excuses 
So why did a portion of normally law abiding 

system operators ignore important signal 
leakage rules? A review of the historical "regu-
latory indifference" of many cable systems 
regarding the commission's First Report and 
Order suggests that it resulted from years of 
little or no regulation and the technical sim-
plicity of personnel and equipment in the early 
CATV years; also the diversion of franchising 
during the later "post-leakage regulation" 
years. 

Note that the majority of the cable industry, 
inlcuding technical performance, was not 
"officially" regulated by the FCC until 1972. 
Accordingly, the cable industry was hardly out 
of diapers when the commission issued its first 
set of widespread signal leakage rules in 
1978. Also, to be fair, these rules were unique 
to the rapidly growing industry. They required 
special equipment and techniques not familiar 
to the technical personnel. 

Likewise, while the cable chief engineers 
and technicians were excellent field per-
sonnel, the industry was largely vacant of pro-
fessional or graduate engineering talent even 
at the corporate level, and much of the early 
application of the commission's intent in leak-
age rules was lost in translation. Also, the 
cable industry was the only regulated tech-
nical group in which the commission did not 
require FCC First or Second Class Com-
mercial License holders to be in control. Con-
sequently, the early cable technician often 
lacked the special status to "get things bud-
geted." And since the leakage problems were 
largely invisible to management, they received 
little attention. 
To make matters worse, the test equipment 

available at the time was marginal. Even the 
best efforts often resulted in disappointing 

accomplishments due to lack of industry cal-
ibration techniques and poor sensitivity. And 
lastly, the FCC added to the problem by failing 
to maintain visibility on the leakage rules 
through additional releases, convention ad-
dresses or enforcement. 

Unfortunately, as the industry technically 
matured, rapid system growth and new fran-
chising dominated the technical community. 
For many of the post-First Report and Order 
years, technical departments were under 
tremendous stress to expand channel ca-
pacity and develop new "star wars" systems at 
the expense of day-to-day operations. Despite 
an industrywide boom period, system main-
tenance, training, seminar attendance and 
test equipment budgets were at all time lows. 

Changing environment 
The post-franchise era CAN industry is in 

the midst of a significant maturing process. 
Previously overlooked or misunderstood 
issues are now receiving their fair analysis. 
And in the analysis, the underlying causes of 
signal leakage are turning out to be the root of 
many system problems. Further, the regu-
latory and day-to-day costs of not addressing 
these problems are immense. The recurring 
costs of leak detection equipment and per-
sonnel are obvious, especially under the re-
quirements of the Second Report and Order. 
Less obvious are the hidden costs of revisiting 
drops to correct leakage problems, and the 
cost of outages caused by unaddressed poor 
workmanship and materials. 

Additionally, the larger franchises and re-
cent consolidation of companies have greatly 
increased the complexity of typical system 
operations. 

An opportunity 
While the industry's development may be 

too late to prevent the embarrassment of the 
Second Report and Order in the signal leak-
age proceeding, it may have come at the right 
time to stimulate an opportunity to address the 
underlying causes of signal leakage and other 
operational problems. It is time for the cable 
technical community to get tough on signal 
leakage and turn this industry embarrassment 
into an industry opportunity to solve not only 
leakage problems, but all problems. 
There is no doubt that the FCC is serious 

about reducing the threat of harmful inter-
ference to its other radio licensees from cable 
system leakage. The recently adopted new 
rules make FCC enforcement much easier. 
Violators are likely to be harshly dealt with and 
will receive little sympathy from the at-large 
maturing cable industry. But more important, if 
cable is to continue to be competitive in the 
second half of the '80s, it must improve its 
quality and quantity of services to subscribers. 
We must achieve our "closed system" goal. 

lutt, Robert "Surprise FCC Signal Leakage Action," 
Communications Technology. April 1984 
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Messed Up. Dressed Up. 

CWY created a way to make tangled, 
inefficient multiple dwelling enclosures 

orderly, secure and easy to service 
...the revolutionary new 
Omni-Rack system*. 

The Omm-Rack's 
unique panel and rail 

design means 
quick and 

easy auditing, 
ee, connecting, 
! STAMPep  NUMBERS disconnecting and 

changing subscriber 
status. Leads connected 

to the underside of 
Omni-Rack punched 

panels are labeled permanently 
by stamped numbers on the tops of the 
panels. Once leads are connected, they 
need never be touched again—checking or 
changing status means handling only jumper 

eZ) 

12- RING/ 
Fi1YlNC 

ens 

cables. Plus, for additional security, the 
Omni-Rack comes with exclusive aluminum-
coated log cards which may be kept away 
from the enclosure. 
No dangling 

leads...no 
missing labels... 
no searching 
for the right lead. 
Any combination 
of punched and perforated 
panels may be attached in 
any of five rail positions...the 
Omni-Rack's inherent design flexibility 
means you've finally got a secure, easy to 
service system. Service personnel save 
time...and that saves you money. 
To find out more about Omni-Rack and 

CWY's complete line of CATV solutions, call 
or write today. 
*Patent pending 

peoossep I. v. 

Not just supplies. Solutions. 

CWY 
electronics 
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RELIABILITY! 

New 66 Channel Cordless Remote Convertor 
Contains SAW Resonator Technology 

Model CR-6000 66 channel cordless remote, with handheld control unit. 

Features of Hamlin's CR Convertors. 

1 66 channel capacity (450 MHz). 2 Easy-to-read LED channel display. 
3 NTSC, HRC and IRC frequency configurations. 

4 Use of SAW Resonator eliminates fine tuning and centering functions. 
5 Extremely stable output frequency. 6 Infra-red wireless remote control. 

7 Instantaneous channel selection. 8  On/Off control. 
9 Accelerating scan up/down channel select. 

10 Programmable favorite channel memories. 11 Available with built-in descrambling. 
Call our toll-free "Hot Line" 1 (800) 323-0436.  
In Illinois call 1 (800) 942-0905 or call your nearest Anixter Stocking Location for details. 

See us at the Texas Show booth # 441. COMMUNICATIONS 
C1985 ANIXTER BROS. INC. 

Corporate offices: Anixter Bros., Inc. 
4711 Golf Road, Skokie, IL 60076 

(312) 677-2600 


